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Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. Thankyou.-NIP OK, 2 of
you wasted the Mod's time today and now I have to repost this. PLEASE read the copyright
disclaimer at the bottom also! This piece contains a mix of the material from a team
member of my website and my personal posting here. the work from my website by Hazel
is in blue. My commentary is in black.

Pondering One's Convictions
Hi everyone, we are starting up a new project on AbundantHope and here. Its about your
convictions and how you come by them. I will be covering a variety of topics and the first one
today will cover convictions over Gaddafi and Libya.
I will explain how this will work shortly. Lets start with the meaning of the word "convictions." In the
several online dictionaries I looked at, it was all the same.
A firm belief, held as proven. Or a fixed or firmly held belief or opinion.

Now before I go further, I have often posted here that beliefs are NOT KNOWING, they are
postulations and so also are convictions until truth is found and felt within. The word conviction
implies that beliefs have been studied until they become convictions. But they are not necessarily
KNOWING either.
But once you have a real conviction, you must then walk your path in it, as given by the use of
"the courage of one's convictions." Or the opposite statement, "one does not have the courage of
one's convictions."
So, now since this is an AH project in conception, some telepaths on my team have been guided
to help set the stage. I am going to thus post one thru Hazel, from SOURCE, which we also
sometimes call PAPA Source, or the Father of the Creation. First PERSON TRINITY. The process
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by which man acquires KNOWING is long. You are not made instantly into a God, for it takes a lot
of time. GODS are rulers and teachers. They have as their Source of Being, THE FATHER. But
enough on that, for that is another topic yet to be explored here but not in this thread. I will start
new threads as I am motivated to do so.
Any, here is the Piece thru Hazel. I will make it in blue so its separate from the rest of this long
post.
Knowledge is the beginning of Wisdom- Creator of ALL that is- The Source thru Hazel.

I AM the Source of all knowledge. I AM the repository of the golden chalice, the keeper of the
knowledge needed for mankind to sustain on their evolutionary journey back to the Source.

The lessons learnt through the experiences in mortal incarnation provide the conduit to acquire
this knowledge; for each experience is rendered that man becomes re acquainted with his Source
by seeking illumination for the imponderables of the experience and a higher understanding of its
creation. Man needs to appreciate why the experience was created so that he can overcome the
liability and understand himself more. I AM poised in the midst of the experience as the goal of the
lesson.
Yet many are unable as of yet to see as far ahead as the goal when their eyes are cast on the
immediate consequences of the experience. That which is immediate always captures man’s
attention. He seeks understanding through analysis and supposition. He remains perplexed and
confused in his inability to truly comprehend. Each experience bears a lesson upon which
knowledge is hinged; and if man can come into that knowledge he will be taking baby steps
towards his ultimate graduation. I AM the ONE WHO can anoint man with that knowledge.

All knowledge is sacred. It is distant yet near, capitalised in your presence. The acquisition of
knowledge is a choice. Always must you deliberately and by design seek it. From each cycle of
life’s experiences, you must ask of the lessons- what knowledge can I gain that will take me to a
place of higher understanding and enable me to graduate from this experience richer than before.
Beloveds, knowledge is equated to higher understanding.

What man refers to as knowledge is seldom more than information garnered from various
sources. When you have knowledge of something you know it and it is indisputable. Knowledge is
not something that is subjective in the sense that it is peculiar to one or some persons. Knowledge
is universal and distinct in its feature. Knowledge conveys certainty in understanding and beggars
belief. It is not opinion based but provable. Knowledge cannot be held but known.

Yet the proof may not always lie in the explanation but in the discovery through an inherent
knowing that is certain, when you can tap into the ultimate Source of the resource. Information
can become knowledge if validated by the Source as truth.

Where knowledge resides, doubt is absent. Those who are in the knowing are not excited by fear
but remain steadfast in the Cause. Inimitable faith is that which will continuously open the doors to
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higher knowledge. This is because faith is open to truth and truth is founded on the assurance of
knowledge.
Divine knowledge is cosmic and all of creation is cosmic in origin and therefore all knowledge has
a cosmic base. If you seek to know a thing you are seeking a cosmic understanding. Man has
assigned a limited understanding to the word knowledge. I AM teaching you that you are cosmic
in origin and you must therefore in the interest of your graduation to higher frequency endorse a
higher understanding to the word.

Higher knowledge is a necessity for any civilisation to mature and evolve in alignment with Divine
Will. Man must direct his efforts to achieving this knowledge. He must chart his course to the
discovery of what is needed for a fulfilling life. I can dispense that knowledge to him. I can bestow
upon him the knowledge of God in a most intimate way if only he would seek ME. It is through
seeking that he will find his truth, the wisdom that comes with knowing ME. I will be the fountain
from which he can drink tirelessly that he may come into the knowledge to generate and
regenerate an understanding of himself and his journey.

I AM the Source of all knowledge.

I do not offer you experiments or broken puzzles that you must piece together before you come
into understanding. I offer you truth, whole hearted, pure and pertinent that your purpose on earth
may be clear.
When you taste of Divine knowledge you will forever dwell in the plane of inspiration which allows
you to hear the voice of wisdom through your higher mind. The voice of God can be heard within
you if you ask and render your mind attune to a frequency un-besmirched by lower frequency.
Perseverance is the key.

Remember that the opposite of knowledge is ignorance. Knowledge is light and ignorance is
darkness. Yet ignorance has nothing to do with being uneducated in contemporaneous earthly
understanding. Ignorance is lack of knowing of the truth by choice or design.
A knowing man can be uneducated in worldly terms but knowledgeable of himself and his Source,
wise in his demeanour and conduct and aligned with higher truth.

A knowing man may be impecunious in material wealth but inordinately wealthy spiritually.

A knowing man may be poorly travelled and experienced in the places of your world but is well
travelled and coursed in the inner terrain of his god mind.

A knowing man is not curtailed by beliefs but expanded in his search for higher truth.

A knowing man is humble in his knowledge, sharing always what he knows with his fellow men
and showing them the way and path to true knowledge.
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A knowing man is a wise man; for his knowledge is the beginning of his wisdom. His wisdom
becomes his radiance which captures the attention of others who become drawn to that which
they search for themselves.

What does it profit a man to derive worldly benefits from intellectual and material pursuits if it fails
to bestow upon him inner peace, enduring joy and most importantly knowledge of his true purpose
which lies in self discovery? Self discovery is an inner journey that outer experiences prompt.

The knowledge that I offer to you will bring certainty in understanding and provide you with the
foundation from which you can grow. I AM not concerned with the physical but with the spiritual for
you are first and foremost a spiritual being. Knowledge is your inheritance; your superlative power.
Knowledge leads to enlightenment and illumination of your inner self.
Knowledge is the soul’s privilege of being birthed by ME. It is the recipe for wisdom which is the
charm of your immortal soul. Wisdom is your cushion that enables you to remain in comfort amidst
the exigencies of your outer world; for wisdom is the interpreter of the outer experience in keeping
with higher understanding. Wisdom is a Divine attribute available to all who seek or possess it and
must be used to fashion an existence that is founded on moral fortitude and Divine character.

Your journeys through time and space may be an adventure but there is a specific purpose behind
it. You require knowledge to glean what that purpose is. You require knowledge to understand the
poetry or your origin and the mechanics of creation. You cannot know why, when or how without
knowledge. Only I can give you that knowledge or validate the truth or untruth of what you may
believe.

Knowledge is its own comfort. It is serene and restful. It is not blatant or arrogant. It is not
condescending of beliefs and cannot be attacked, only questioned. It is rare and original; full of
beauty and truth. It cannot be moulded to fit into one’s understanding but must be known through
Divine encounter as your mind merges with MINE.
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be
placed anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back
to this site. It is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must
note that the rest of it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.

****************

Ok please read and study the above and you are free to save it to your computers if desired. The
topic of this first thread is not to discuss the above, merely to read it.
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This is a world for developing Wisdom and Knowledge. In fact, all worlds including the worlds of
"heaven" have that purpose, but these lower worlds have a particular role in that process. Your
soul IS your mind beloveds. There are several parts to the soul, but without your mind, you cannot
exist. Enough said on that too.
So a major purpose for the entirety of your LIFE ETERNAL will always be to grow your mind.
Nobody knows it all, except the Father of the Creation.
This project is thus about spiritual growth. Life IS in the Spirit and your task is growth, always,
forever more. This is a wondrous planet to gain a big chunk of growth, especially at this end of this
age and as we move into the next age.
The next age, this 4d we are barely in now, is the dimension of dissension. It will lead to the 5th
dimensional experience of God Consciousness. 4d is the get off the fence dimension. The internet
with connection to home computers is always installed to prepare for it, and I don't think I need to
detail why. You all love it and for good reason.
So, now some pointers and rule and regs for this and my future threads. I want you to post those
ideas that are your convictions around the particular topic I select and I will open to ideas on what
topics you would enjoy.
This is a spiritual growth project, to engage your conscious thinking. I want you to post convictions
related to the topics chosen for the thread and write WHY you have come to these conclusions.
You may place links,, book titles and the like as part of the process. I will be the moderator. I will
mostly ask questions to move the process forward. How I will be will depend on how it goes. I will
not tolerate slam dunking rudeness not attacks on others for their convictions. I want all of you to
read yours and others convictions and the reasons and do some self pondering.
Now this first topic, since it is fully in your minds and a world changing event, is what are your
convictions around the topic of Gaddafi and Libya? I am not giving mine, as I do not want to steer
the process in any way, nor do I want you to copy mine. I have some. And perhaps as the thread
flows they may or may not come out, but you might get an idea from perhaps questions I might
ask. I have no problem if you ones ask each other questions in this thread as long as there is
respect.
You may choose not to post and just do this privately but I would love some open postings
because such will affect the others and you will all learn from it.
Suggested commentary for this thread: What do you think of Gaddafi and why? Was he
murdered, or is this some kind of cover? Did the United states and Nato have a right to enter
Libya? Did you understand the goals stated in the media for doing so? How do you feel about the
open display of his body on global media? And so on and so forth. Do you See Libya as part of
the arab spring/occupy the globe project? And so on and so forth.
I will delete posts that are not relevant to the topic of the thread. Stay on TOPIC. The purpose is
NOT judgement here, but a sharing and spiritual process of discovery. Judgmental posts may be
removed or confronted by me, if I feel it can serve in some way. The idea is the shared thinking
and exchange that can lead to a better understanding, and thus knowledge and wisdom.
Please understand I must also eat and sleep, since I am using a meat body myself, as a
tabernacle for my soul and it must be refreshed in order to serve. So I will not be here obviously
24/7 so please respect the purpose when I am not here to moderate. Thankyou, Candace.
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Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/23/2011 08:33 PM
------------------------------It is NOT Rude of me to ask that on this very confused world, that it's citizens stop to think about
what they carry around as "truth" that is indeed BLING. It is the time of the blind leading the blind
and the internet makes that easy for everyone to get on their soapbox. This is not a bad time, but
you must take responsibility for what YOU create, and be careful not to pass on the BLING as
"truth." INSPECT everything, thus you can consciously grow your MIND/SOUL.
Immanuel said 2000 years ago: "Truly, I say to you, wisdom must be learned from the laws of
Creation, which humans may recognize in nature. But if humans do not think and seek, they will
not be able to attain wisdom and will remain fools.There is no higher happiness than wisdom, no
better friend than knowledge, and no other saviour than the power of the spirit."
To Consciously GROW yourself, to have desire for knowledge, is of GOD. It is what makes you in
fact, a SON of God. You are to develop your GOD MIND. THAT IS YOUR PURPOSE for YOUR
LIFE ETERNAL. ALWAYS the continual Development of FIERY INTELLIGENCE, centered in
heart. There is no other way to God KNOWING in fact. BELIEFS are POSTULATIONS, NOT
KNOWING.
Remember always the FATHER is WITHIN YOUR MIND and always available thusly to YOU
without any intercession from another.
My personal teaching and commentary on GLP may be used freely anywhere. NIP (Candace)
------------------------------------Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/23/2011 07:45 PM
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lets get this started, just bumping it.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/23/2011 07:45 PM
Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 1215902
United States
10/23/2011 08:04 PM

I want to read & follow the progress.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
10/23/2011 09:34 PM
Suggested commentary for this thread:
What do you think of Gaddafi and why?
I can't say I "know" anything for sure. That said, from what I have read, he was well liked by his
people. There seems to be many (good) things he did for his people that are NOT covered by our
MSM.
Was he murdered, or is this some kind of cover?
Again, don't know for sure. It seems that he is indeed dead. It hit me in the pit of my stomach
when I read the news on Drudge.
Did the United states and Nato have a right to enter Libya?
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NO EFFFFIN WAY!!!!!!!
Did you understand the goals stated in the media for doing so?
I hear what they say, but don't believe a word of it.
How do you feel about the open display of his body on global media?
Disgusting and barbaric. I have no other words I can use here.
Do you See Libya as part of the arab spring/occupy the globe project?
It seems to be.
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
10/23/2011 09:48 PM

How do I feel about putting his body on public display?
I will have to give the majority of the questions much more thought before replying to most, but
this one I can unequivocally state. When I read that his body had been transported thru the city on
the hood of a car, possibly tortured along the way, and now stored in a meat locker in the city for
display...it almost made me physically ill. It exhibited to me the depravity of man. I have a HUGE
conviction that cruelty, no matter the circumstances, is a HUGE no no! Being rough is one thing,
out and out CRUEL another. "Do unto others the way you would have men do unto you " makes
this type of behavior appear as the top, or bottom depending on how you look at it, of the dung
heap!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/23/2011 10:39 PM

How do I feel about putting his body on public display?
I will have to give the majority of the questions much more thought before replying to most, but
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this one I can unequivocally state. When I read that his body had been transported thru the city on
the hood of a car, possibly tortured along the way, and now stored in a meat locker in the city for
display...it almost made me physically ill. It exhibited to me the depravity of man. I have a HUGE
conviction that cruelty, no matter the circumstances, is a HUGE no no! Being rough is one thing,
out and out CRUEL another. "Do unto others the way you would have men do unto you " makes
this type of behavior appear as the top, or bottom depending on how you look at it, of the dung
heap!
Quoting: DOK

well, this post was surely familiar since I just read the same thing on my forum. Now I know who
you are!!! Welcome-NIP
Ozark
User ID: 1120350
United States
10/23/2011 11:01 PM

I think he tried to do some good for Libyans, as much as he could given TPTB control of the
planet. Perhaps he had some help from off-planet sources!
I cannot watch video's, dial up here, and really have stopped watching propaganda anyway,
conscious decision of no tv, so I have not seen the whole propaganda of any current events, only
what I read on glp. ( 2 smiles from me!!)
If he is dead, it is murder, period. TPTB like to make sure to get the "shock & awe factor" going in
all the folks they can.
US and NATO had no right at all, either with the "old PTB" laws but especially with all
UNIVERSAL laws, they committed Universal crimes.
I think some other leaders in the Middle East/ foreign countries are put on ice and shown to the
public, so not a shock to me. The fact that Global media showed it.....was it on MSM or Link tv or
FSTV? If it was on MSM, I think they did it for the shock value, like on 911. LINK or FSTV would
be to report the truth, free speech.

I do not know what you mean by arab/spring occupy project for certain, but I can surmise that
TPTB orchestrated it all and will try to use anything they can to their advantage. Just like 911,
Iraq, Afghanistan, Japan, Palestine,Lebanon, Pakistan any country they want to control the people
of and exploit and steal from.
Divide and conquer.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/23/2011 11:08 PM
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as to showing the body in TV media, CNN did. Not sure about the other channels.
Ozark
User ID: 1120350
United States
10/23/2011 11:09 PM

How do I feel about putting his body on public display?
I will have to give the majority of the questions much more thought before replying to most, but
this one I can unequivocally state. When I read that his body had been transported thru the city on
the hood of a car, possibly tortured along the way, and now stored in a meat locker in the city for
display...it almost made me physically ill. It exhibited to me the depravity of man. I have a HUGE
conviction that cruelty, no matter the circumstances, is a HUGE no no! Being rough is one thing,
out and out CRUEL another. "Do unto others the way you would have men do unto you " makes
this type of behavior appear as the top, or bottom depending on how you look at it, of the dung
heap!
Quoting: DOK

Just read this and this is horrendous, only words I have for it.
Peace and love to all of his family, loved ones and the Libyan people, how traumatic.
The folks responsible for these crimes have alot of karma for this shit!
Tiago63
User ID: 3896494
Brazil
10/23/2011 11:40 PM

Gaddafi and Libya.
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Quoting:
All Arab dictators that were in power for 30 or more years would have to leave, one way or
another. This happened in Tunisia, Egypt and now Lybia. Mr. Assad in Syria has to be careful
because he can be next.
I think irrelevant to discuss Gadhafi's death, it's done.
Let's look forward, Earth is living a hard time and we know that major changes are knocking at the
door.
Horusinsun
User ID: 3904074
Australia
10/24/2011 02:33 AM
Gday from down under folks!
Very interesting thread idea NIP and very welcomed for my expression as it has been a difficult
time for me to do so, being so isolated!
Right, on the question of the death should be justified and linked to the actions of America and the
wings of Nato....
In a world where peace is so tangiable as to the right of question, dialogue and discourse, this
murder should never have happenned.
I have read many words on Mr Gaddafhi over the years, long beofre this murderous and social
destruction of a soveriegn individual, ranging from Nostramdamean prophecy to the late rambling
of the paranoia machine that is the MSM.
KNowing now, on the subject of Soveriegn Nations and those who oppose such freedom and
growth, it is a high crime to invade any country, there was no justification really for this at all, once
again only a fear campaign.
It saddens me greatly that this world has yet to value dialogue and due course, and that murder
and destruction have made so many desensitised to the value of human life.
On the topic of parading the body through the streets, I have attended middle eastern funerals
before and they are not pretty, the open casket is carried in my many men, the coffin is opened
nefore the mother admist horrendous cries and agony, very disturbing indeed.
Was it this that happenned? I do not even watch TV these days, because of all the mixed
messages and mind control which forms public opinion. it is sad that so much information is there,
but no real knowledge or wisdom at all and the repercussions of attitudes pervades right through
the collective, which highlights my point or my conviction that the further desensidising of the
masses, allows and fascilitates this kind of thing to happen. In a world about to embrace cosmic
life and order, would it be too much to ask for the little changes to commence? I mean the equality
for all, the breaking down of misconceptions and misperceptions of the mainly the western world
in its attitudes towards our families in the east?
As far as I can ascertain and am obviously convicted on is that the west sees itself as the beacon
and could really give a shit about the east. The decade long murder campaigns and the rising
algorythms of violence and bloodlust seem only to curtail the desolation of spirit here, and if the
west believes they are safe from the very same treatment as the east, it has alot to learn.
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Sad day for Libya and the world, when another decsent human is killed and defiled for the world to
see, an example of extreme disregard for the sanctimony of life.
Brendan.
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/24/2011 04:02 AM
Hello, and lots of Love to all of you
My Conviction:
Is Muammar Gaddafi dead? No
his body is dead yes, but not him as a Consius beeing.
His Idea is alive and spreading more than ever before. I noticed that a lot more people started to
read the "Green Book".
By my standards, the entire Szenarion from the start was/is a ruthless brutal illegal act of war.(to
me every war is illegal)
His death was first degree murder, everything else I have no words for.
What i know about Libya is by talking to Libyan people and some fiends of mine who went there,
plus i have read the Green Book quite some time ago, plus listening to his speeches. All this
happend way before the War started.
What the BBB&G trying to do, is wipe out everyone and every country that is not playing along
with their Agenda.

What did it teach me?
No need to be afraid. Beeing in the knowledge that the vehicle is not to be equated with the driver,
i can stay calm and continu spreading GOD's Truth.
So therefor i state: No, Muammar Gaddafi is not dead.

GOD BLESS
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/24/2011 08:45 AM
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Gaddafi and Libya.
Quoting:
All Arab dictators that were in power for 30 or more years would have to leave, one way or
another. This happened in Tunisia, Egypt and now Lybia. Mr. Assad in Syria has to be careful
because he can be next.
I think irrelevant to discuss Gadhafi's death, it's done.
Let's look forward, Earth is living a hard time and we know that major changes are knocking at the
door.
Quoting: Tiago63

I would like to know why you consider all of them dictators? We are a dictatorship in this country.
We do not choose who becomes president, or even who runs for president in the first place. What
is the difference?
And why is it the Khazar responsibility to remove the leaders of other countries, no matter how
they go there? These things need discussing to come at the truth of the matter and to chart the
future, which must come from knowing man.
Is it possible there are benevolent dictators who come into power because they see the terrible
plight of the people? all things for discussion as we look back.
Have the powers that be, removed any leaders from Brazil, I cannot remember.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/24/2011 07:08 PM
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
10/24/2011 10:19 AM
This response from HRC says it all with regard to our current leadership.
Disgusting!
Will I'am,Anders
User ID: 2061087
United States
10/24/2011 11:31 AM
a.) What do you think of Gaddafi and why? I think Qaddafi a reverent man of light, and bless his
passing over into it. He is the epitome, of that which stood against, the Caliphate, as well as the
Khazar's, in these times. his quote Africa is for Africans. touched me so deeply I'm in tears. the
Green book is a work of pure genius, for running a society, of (HUmans) The under ground river
project, housing for his people, free medical, and free education at university levels, (that better
than here in the USA) he did these things, and without the vampires money. I should hope to
accomplish as much, and I thank ATON for this one. b.) Was he murdered, or is this some kind of
cover. Idk. I guess I had hoped the Angels would keep him safe from harm,or upgrade him
dimension-ally, but idk, is death even real period? c.) Did the United states and Nato have a right
to enter Libya? Of course not, this is a pillage strategy (is it not the Wolves, claiming too Save the
sheep from the Shepherd) d.) Did you understand the goals stated in the media for doing so?
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(something like) To protect the people from the tyrannical actions of an insane dictator! I heard
what they said, but even after research I couldn't validate, the claims, by zato. e.) How do you feel
about the open display of his body on global media? Does the Geneva convention mean
anything? An obvious move to deter the spirit of the locals, as well as an overt display of a
demented psychology by the aggressors. Remembering the crusades: Sala'hadin's, treatment of
the temple rs, was in knowing, of light, even though he was a warrior. f.) Do you See Libya as part
of the arab spring/occupy the globe project? idk. I thought the Arab spring was the fall of the
Caliphate, i don't know what occupy the globe is about. there are some strange minions within the
USA factions. Personally i think the group should stand behind there one common denominater,
that being God and the freedoms he gave us to expound on!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/24/2011 03:00 PM

for the record. I suggested posting links here, this showed on another thread. [link to
truthdive.com]
BROOM
User ID: 3928351
United States
10/24/2011 03:06 PM

Just too damn much reading.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/24/2011 03:17 PM
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Just too damn much reading.
Quoting: BROOM

well that seems to be a problem always with most of this world, too much reading, heaven forbid
one decide to learn something. Or partake in insight.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/24/2011 03:17 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1141024
United States
10/24/2011 03:36 PM
I think that showing his body and the parading around with it in celebration is a bit drastic. I
understand some people might be happy about it, or whatever.. so just be happy or something.
But it almost makes them just no different than he apparently was at that point.
To be honest I don't know much about him besides a number of bad things I've heard here and
there. Anyway, I never know what to trust that I hear. Whether or not the United states and Nato
have a right to enter Libya seems kind of complicated.. yes and no or no and yes. It's probably not
always easy to make those calls..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1141024
United States
10/24/2011 03:43 PM
I mean.. it's gotta be a lot different for the people that have actually directly suffered or something
because of him. So maybe a celebration doesn't seem so bad..
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/24/2011 03:49 PM
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I mean.. it's gotta be a lot different for the people that have actually directly suffered or something
because of him. So maybe a celebration doesn't seem so bad..
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1141024

how do you truly know anyone suffered because of him? I ask this question because of contacts I
have that say a different story about him. I am asking all to look closely at what was put on the
web and TV about him as part of this. There are libyan websites that tell a different story but I
don't read the language.
I might be able to get some links perhaps, or if any of you can to blogs or websites that support
him, would perhaps be helpful in coming to understand the man and what was played out there.
there are ALWAYS 2 sides to every story. It is important in coming to convictions to get the other
side where possible. Often there are many sides and it takes effort to get a fuller version.
It is important in the use of convictions or beliefs that lead to them to be as informed as possible,
because if one excepts the status quo off the TV set, say, then one passes around the conviction
which is false which then causes those who listen to often carry the same conviction and a huge
lie becomes as truth to a large number of people.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/24/2011 03:54 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/24/2011 04:02 PM

something to consider on this thread today when you study your convictions. this is pretty well
known stuff. Thread: The Real Reason Why Gadaffi Was Killed & Why We're In Libya (Page 4)
I would ask that ones that believe all dictatorships are "bad", look at this as part of building their
paradigm about dictatorships.
16 FACTS THAT CANT BE DENIED
1. There is no electricity bill in Libya; electricity is free for all its citizens.
2. There is no interest on loans, banks in Libya are state-owned and loans given to all its citizens
at 0% interest by law.
3. Home considered a human right in Libya –
Gaddafi vowed that his parents would not get a house until everyone in Libya had a home.
Gaddafi’s father has
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died while him, his wife and his mother are still living
in a tent.
4. All newlyweds in Libya receive $60,000 Dinar (US$
50,000 ) by the government to buy their first apartment so to help start up the
family.
5. Education and medical treatments are free in
Libya. Before Gaddafi only 25% of Libyans are literate. Today the figure is 83%.
6. Should Libyans want to take up farming career,
they would receive farming land, a farming house, equipments, seeds and livestock to kick- start
their farms
– all for free.
7. If Libyans cannot find the education or medical
facilities they need in Libya, the government funds them to go abroad for it – not only free but they
get US
$2, 300/mth accommodation and car allowance.
8. In Libyan, if a Libyan buys a car, the government subsidized 50% of the price.
9. The price of petrol in Libya is $0. 14 per liter.
10. Libya has no external debt and its reserves
amount to $150 billion – now frozen globally.
11. If a Libyan is unable to get employment after
graduation the state would pay the average salary of the profession as if he or she is employed
until employment is found.
12. A portion of Libyan oil sale is, credited directly to
the bank accounts of all Libyan citizens.
13. A mother who gave birth to a child receive US $5 ,000
14. 40 loaves of bread in Libya costs $ 0.15
15. 25% of Libyans have a university degree
16. Gaddafi carried out the world’s largest irrigation
project, known as the Great Man-Made River project, to make water readily available throughout
the desert
country.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/24/2011 04:04 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1141024
United States
10/24/2011 04:11 PM
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I mean.. it's gotta be a lot different for the people that have actually directly suffered or something
because of him. So maybe a celebration doesn't seem so bad..
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1141024

how do you truly know anyone suffered because of him?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I don't know for sure, but people that live there do.. I can't really say besides it can't be all good
things coming from him.. that wouldn't make any sense. And lots of things probably go on that I
wouldn't even want to know about. Not saying that it did for sure or anything.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/24/2011 04:12 PM

I mean.. it's gotta be a lot different for the people that have actually directly suffered or something
because of him. So maybe a celebration doesn't seem so bad..
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1141024

how do you truly know anyone suffered because of him?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I don't know for sure, but people that live there do.. I can't really say besides it can't be all good
things coming from him.. that wouldn't make any sense. And lots of things probably go on that I
wouldn't even want to know about. Not saying that it did for sure or anything.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1141024

on this comment, can any leader please everyone? and how about foreign powers that insert
problems into a country quietly to generate unrest?
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/24/2011 04:35 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3940477
Germany
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10/24/2011 04:23 PM
Dear People of this world,
what is going on right now,
we are in the 7 day of the 9. wave,
great changes, all over,
I feel the vertigo of the quakes, my stomaches feels like ...?
or is it the senceless murdering .... going on all over?
of all that it .... what?
We all live on the same star .... ship ... which travels around the sun .... within our universe ....
within uncountable of universes .... endless ....
WHO in their right mind won't want to poisen the food or water on your star ship, if you have no
option ....
all of this is so mad .... so ... without vision for tomorrow ... I do live in my heart, for me ... but, I do
care, about all my brothers and sisters on this beautiful starship, name it terra, gaia, gaya, mother
earth.
Dear People wake up, occupy your heart and open up for all there is, what mother has to offer you
...
I thank you all,
may you be blessed and trust in all that is, always was and will be,
be blessed and stay safe
... with LOVE always
Shana
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1491467
United States
10/24/2011 04:24 PM
I think the star Fleet is capable to protect this Light man, but Gaddafi may chose to die with a
great purpose: to wake up the world. I assume he is currently working from the “above”.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/24/2011 04:31 PM

another question, did some of you believe gaddafi attacked his people after this started and if so
how do you know that?
interesting discussions in this thread today.
Thread: The Real Reason Why Gadaffi Was Killed & Why We're In Libya (Page 4)
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Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/24/2011 04:35 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/24/2011 04:38 PM

Dear People of this world,
what is going on right now,
we are in the 7 day of the 9. wave,
great changes, all over,
I feel the vertigo of the quakes, my stomaches feels like ...?
or is it the senceless murdering .... going on all over?
of all that it .... what?
We all live on the same star .... ship ... which travels around the sun .... within our universe ....
within uncountable of universes .... endless ....
WHO in their right mind won't want to poisen the food or water on your star ship, if you have no
option ....
all of this is so mad .... so ... without vision for tomorrow ... I do live in my heart, for me ... but, I do
care, about all my brothers and sisters on this beautiful starship, name it terra, gaia, gaya, mother
earth.
Dear People wake up, occupy your heart and open up for all there is, what mother has to offer you
...
I thank you all,
may you be blessed and trust in all that is, always was and will be,
be blessed and stay safe
... with LOVE always
Shana
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3940477

this is not much relevant to this thread, leave the new age stuff and religion out of it. we are NOT
in day 7 of the 9th wave. that i NWO CIA Council of the NOT SO LIGHT teaching that prevents
star seeds and others from doing their WORK . This has nothing to do with LIFE AS IT IS ON
PLANET EARTH. You are to spend time Studying and you MUST create vision for tomorrow.
Because there is going to be a tomorrow and vision is needed to that end. We must create that
which we will Never LET HAPPEN AGAIN. I AM NOT A NEW AGER. This material has made a
new religion which prevents people from moving forward that is just a bad as organized religion. .
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Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/24/2011 04:41 PM
Tiago63
User ID: 3945801
Brazil
10/24/2011 05:34 PM

Gaddafi and Libya.
Quoting:
Dear Ms. Nobody in Particular,
as I have said in previous posts, I have a great respect for your teachings when concerning
Cosmic matters and the New Earth.
But I do think that it's a waste of time to discuss the fate of Arab or Khazar or American or Russian
or Serbian or Latin American dictators. All of them shall be deposed one way or the other, they'll
have to let go sooner or later.
So this discussion is totally improductive.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3947810
Germany
10/24/2011 06:12 PM
this is not much relevant to this thread, leave the new age stuff and religion out of it. we are NOT
in day 7 of the 9th wave. that i NWO CIA Council of the NOT SO LIGHT teaching that prevents
star seeds and others from doing their WORK . This has nothing to do with LIFE AS IT IS ON
PLANET EARTH. You are to spend time Studying and you MUST create vision for tomorrow.
Because there is going to be a tomorrow and vision is needed to that end. We must create that
which we will Never LET HAPPEN AGAIN. I AM NOT A NEW AGER. This material has made a
new religion which prevents people from moving forward that is just a bad as organized religion. .
peace on earth
You know, this is not right, You don't know who I'm and where I have been and what I have gone
through, to sav I'am a new ager, that is your beleave and I let it go by that :-) I Beleave in CM and
Star fleet, because I'm one of them, and to say I'm today and that is what I'm am, is not for you to
judge I leave it up to Papa,I belong to no religion or church and all of it has to do with life on earth
... all of it .... of course I spend Time studing, and to say your words, I'm not a new ager, beleave it
or not, but I do read your side as well as I study the old maya's, I've been around, working on
different continent, and living with diffrent ethnic people, I know what I'm writing about, why do do
always talk about the wave, when now you write about it as NEW AGE STUFF. You know,
Candace, let people be of free will, and let them have there own time, you are not the only one
who has contact to starfleet, I'm Starseed as well as so many, what in the name of this world is
your problem??
Don't you see all the changes in this world?
Or do mainstream media don't get it all to the good Us A?
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Living today, being in my center, in my heart, don't mean, I don't see a better tomorrow? I'm
thankful for being here at this time, it was my own free will, so that all that will never happen again.
Peace on Earth and free will to Hu-Man-Kind
and may God bless you
Shana
jolo
User ID: 3838368
United Kingdom
10/24/2011 06:53 PM
Gaddafi and Libya.
Quoting:
Dear Ms. Nobody in Particular,
as I have said in previous posts, I have a great respect for your teachings when concerning
Cosmic matters and the New Earth.
But I do think that it's a waste of time to discuss the fate of Arab or Khazar or American or Russian
or Serbian or Latin American dictators. All of them shall be deposed one way or the other, they'll
have to let go sooner or later.
So this discussion is totally improductive.
Quoting: Tiago63

I disagree
I think the main thrust of this thread is to inspire a self analysis of individual perceptions of what
Gaddafi and Libya is all about.
Most people rely on mainstream media news... some believe this 'information' is trustworthy. I
personally do not ever trust a word msm says or presents in its so called 'news' reports.
I have not yet read the 'green book' I will remedy that.
It is clear that Libya has seemingly been conquered by the West... something that speaks
volumes to me on many levels, including Oil and Gold.
I have unfortunately never experienced Libya first hand but I have discovered facts as outlined by
NIP plus the issue that there was? no Rothschild owned Libyan central bank influencing the
currency of this most independent state.
I am very aware that all our msm presentations are fabricated especially those involving middle
eastern countries so it is very possible that the majority of the people of Libya did not hate their
'dictator'
It is this perceived hatred on our msm that I wish to clear up, if any one can enlighten me with a
link?... thank you
Finally the way in which this man was murdered and his beaten body displayed throughout the
worlds press has been sickening and despicable.
Far too convenient for him to be assassinated (just as with Osama Bin laden) than to bring the
man to trial so we can all see what he was responsible for...
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So many clues indicating a very smelly brood of rats.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/24/2011 07:05 PM

Hello, and lots of Love to all of you
My Conviction:
Is Muammar Gaddafi dead? No
his body is dead yes, but not him as a Consius beeing.
His Idea is alive and spreading more than ever before. I noticed that a lot more people started to
read the "Green Book".
By my standards, the entire Szenarion from the start was/is a ruthless brutal illegal act of war.(to
me every war is illegal)
His death was first degree murder, everything else I have no words for.
What i know about Libya is by talking to Libyan people and some fiends of mine who went there,
plus i have read the Green Book quite some time ago, plus listening to his speeches. All this
happend way before the War started.
What the BBB&G trying to do, is wipe out everyone and every country that is not playing along
with their Agenda.

What did it teach me?
No need to be afraid. Beeing in the knowledge that the vehicle is not to be equated with the driver,
i can stay calm and continu spreading GOD's Truth.
So therefor i state: No, Muammar Gaddafi is not dead.

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

I apparently didn't save the link to the green book, do you have it? If I did, I don't know what i put it
under or how I labeled it. It was a huge error in that way to kill this man, because his energy is
very likely to go on as you suggest.
well, BBB&G's you must be a LONG time reader at my site! we haven't used it for awhile. to those
not knowing, it was my term for the Big bad boys and girls. at first it was just the BBB's, until condi
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rice and Hillary. But the statement he is not dead is also erroneous in a way, because with his
body out of service, so is he out of service on this plane. And that IS WHY we incarnate because
we cannot effect needed change from the other side.

This is WHY you one who are here MUST manifest THE WAY.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/24/2011 07:05 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/24/2011 07:09 PM

I mean.. it's gotta be a lot different for the people that have actually directly suffered or something
because of him. So maybe a celebration doesn't seem so bad..
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1141024

how do you truly know anyone suffered because of him?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I don't know for sure, but people that live there do.. I can't really say besides it can't be all good
things coming from him.. that wouldn't make any sense. And lots of things probably go on that I
wouldn't even want to know about. Not saying that it did for sure or anything.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1141024

have you suffered ever in the united states? It exists here too. did the people there truly do the
uprising, or was it planned to get gaddafi out of the way for some other reason? that country it
appears from images coming from there has had a lot of its gains, infrastructure and probably it's
educational system nearly destroyed. how does this help libya?
How much has the life style of the libyan people changed? It seems to have been reduced greatly.
Where is the benefit for them?
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/24/2011 07:16 PM
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DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
10/24/2011 08:37 PM

something to consider on this thread today when you study your convictions. this is pretty well
known stuff. Thread: The Real Reason Why Gadaffi Was Killed & Why We're In Libya (Page 4)
I would ask that ones that believe all dictatorships are "bad", look at this as part of building their
paradigm about dictatorships.
16 FACTS THAT CANT BE DENIED
1. There is no electricity bill in Libya; electricity is free for all its citizens.
2. There is no interest on loans, banks in Libya are state-owned and loans given to all its citizens
at 0% interest by law.
3. Home considered a human right in Libya –
Gaddafi vowed that his parents would not get a house until everyone in Libya had a home.
Gaddafi’s father has
died while him, his wife and his mother are still living
in a tent.
4. All newlyweds in Libya receive $60,000 Dinar (US$
50,000 ) by the government to buy their first apartment so to help start up the
family.
5. Education and medical treatments are free in
Libya. Before Gaddafi only 25% of Libyans are literate. Today the figure is 83%.
6. Should Libyans want to take up farming career,
they would receive farming land, a farming house, equipments, seeds and livestock to kick- start
their farms
– all for free.
7. If Libyans cannot find the education or medical
facilities they need in Libya, the government funds them to go abroad for it – not only free but they
get US
$2, 300/mth accommodation and car allowance.
8. In Libyan, if a Libyan buys a car, the government subsidized 50% of the price.
9. The price of petrol in Libya is $0. 14 per liter.
10. Libya has no external debt and its reserves
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amount to $150 billion – now frozen globally.
11. If a Libyan is unable to get employment after
graduation the state would pay the average salary of the profession as if he or she is employed
until employment is found.
12. A portion of Libyan oil sale is, credited directly to
the bank accounts of all Libyan citizens.
13. A mother who gave birth to a child receive US $5 ,000
14. 40 loaves of bread in Libya costs $ 0.15
15. 25% of Libyans have a university degree
16. Gaddafi carried out the world’s largest irrigation
project, known as the Great Man-Made River project, to make water readily available throughout
the desert
country.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

AMAZING! Where is that information on MSM?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/24/2011 08:57 PM

that tent is viewable in the family pics I posted yesterday. I was wondering why they were living in
a tent.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/24/2011 08:58 PM
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
10/24/2011 09:59 PM
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I thought the same about the tent. I also remember him coming to New York City for a meeting of
the UN this year and seeking a place to put his tent...think he ended up in New Jersey, but
wouldn't swear to the location!
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/25/2011 03:46 AM
Hello, and lots of Love to all of you
My Conviction:
Is Muammar Gaddafi dead? No
his body is dead yes, but not him as a Consius beeing.
His Idea is alive and spreading more than ever before. I noticed that a lot more people started to
read the "Green Book".
By my standards, the entire Szenarion from the start was/is a ruthless brutal illegal act of war.(to
me every war is illegal)
His death was first degree murder, everything else I have no words for.
What i know about Libya is by talking to Libyan people and some fiends of mine who went there,
plus i have read the Green Book quite some time ago, plus listening to his speeches. All this
happend way before the War started.
What the BBB&G trying to do, is wipe out everyone and every country that is not playing along
with their Agenda.

What did it teach me?
No need to be afraid. Beeing in the knowledge that the vehicle is not to be equated with the driver,
i can stay calm and continu spreading GOD's Truth.
So therefor i state: No, Muammar Gaddafi is not dead.

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

I apparently didn't save the link to the green book, do you have it? If I did, I don't know what i put it
under or how I labeled it. It was a huge error in that way to kill this man, because his energy is
very likely to go on as you suggest.
well, BBB&G's you must be a LONG time reader at my site! we haven't used it for awhile. to those
not knowing, it was my term for the Big bad boys and girls. at first it was just the BBB's, until condi
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rice and Hillary. But the statement he is not dead is also erroneous in a way, because with his
body out of service, so is he out of service on this plane. And that IS WHY we incarnate because
we cannot effect needed change from the other side.

This is WHY you one who are here MUST manifest THE WAY.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi NIP,hi everybody,
beneath is the link to an english version of the Green Book.
Enjoy reading.

GOD BLESS
jolo
User ID: 3838368
United Kingdom
10/25/2011 05:29 AM
Thanks for the link firmament.... will have a good look.
was Gaddafi hated so much by his people? if so then why?

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/25/2011 06:39 AM
Hello, and lots of Love to all of you
My Conviction:
Is Muammar Gaddafi dead? No
his body is dead yes, but not him as a Consius beeing.
His Idea is alive and spreading more than ever before. I noticed that a lot more people started to
read the "Green Book".
By my standards, the entire Szenarion from the start was/is a ruthless brutal illegal act of war.(to
me every war is illegal)
His death was first degree murder, everything else I have no words for.
What i know about Libya is by talking to Libyan people and some fiends of mine who went there,
plus i have read the Green Book quite some time ago, plus listening to his speeches. All this
happened way before the War started.
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What the BBB&G trying to do, is wipe out everyone and every country that is not playing along
with their Agenda.

What did it teach me?
No need to be afraid. Being in the knowledge that the vehicle is not to be equated with the driver, i
can stay calm and continue spreading GOD's Truth.
So therefor i state: No, Muammar Gaddafi is not dead.

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

Hello NIP, hello everybody,
I was called away all of a sudden and so i did not have time for the explanation of my statement
made above.
I would like to do that now.
Underneath are just a few Websites where one can read about Libya.
Just to show that good sources can be found.
I also like to go on "Extreme-Traveling" Blogs. I've been doing this for some years. Extreme
Travelers have a much better point of view than normal Tourists. Another good source are
University-Blogs. (we had quite a few Students from Libya at Heidelberg University, Germany)
[link to www.greencharter.com] about the Green Book and more
Muammars Testamentary writings from April, please use Translator
[link to www.fettgusche.net]
Aisha Gaddafi's Interview with English Newspaper in 2010 about Life in Libya (Article is in
German,need translator)
www.wüstenschiff.de/phpbb/viewtopic.php
In 2010 UN gave Libya the A-HRC-16-15 for having such high standards, living up to the Human
Rights Charta.
Explanation for my above statement.
I must admit when the News went wild about Muammar's death, i did not want to believe it. I
should have known better, but i simply did not want for this to be true.
I was meditating when it happened, although i had no knowledge about it at that time, i was
wondering why my heart started hurting, it felt like i am having a stroke and a very deep and never
before felt sadness, just swept me away.
After checking with my Family and Friends, to make sure everyone was OK i went on the Internet,
because i thought there must have been some Mayor Event happened somewhere.
News all over the place....
When it was confirmed by Nip through Esu the next day, I was really in shock and it took me till
Sunday to get back to my senses.
Why was i hurt so badly?
Being a long time Fan of Muammar, knowing that he was one of the few living up to his word,( i
always felt that he was God send) i thought this cruel happening could mean even a bigger
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downfall for humanity.
Because everybody can see how wrong this was/is.
I am still angry!!
Getting a hold onto myself and meditating i started to look at it differently.
What if this "ending" was his own decision?
What if this is meant to be a big "WAKE UP" call?
What does it mean to be "alive"?
Are we the vehicle or the driver?
Where is ones trust towards ones Self, the inner "God-being"?
How come i got so easily swept away by grief and sadness?
Who am i?
Would i stand in my shoes when "push comes to shove"?
Pondering: "What is it that i need to know", made me write down the last part of my statement.
"No need to be afraid. Being in the knowledge that the vehicle is not to be equated with the driver,
i can stay calm and continue spreading GOD's Truth.
So therefor i state: No, Muammar Gaddafi is not dead."
This is a great opportunity to change for the better.
If we, all of us, continue to spread the truth and let the world know what really happened in Libya
and why, if we keep spreading truth, then awakened Souls like Muammar and their good and
righteous doings, will not be forgotten. It is up to us the People, whether he is "alive" or "dead".
Whether we all come to Life or silently disappear into complete ignorance.
Lots of Love to all of you
GOD BLESS
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/25/2011 07:30 AM
Thanks for the link firmament.... will have a good look.
was Gaddafi hated so much by his people? if so then why?
Quoting: jolo 3838368

Hello jolo,
no, Muammar was not hated by his people.
It is true that he came a long way, but it should be also clear that when he found his path, he did
everything possible to bring soveraighnity, freedom, knowledge and peace to Libya.
He was catching fire for wanting to change how the Kuran was interpreted. He believed that God
is Love and we are all Godly Beeings. That is one reason why he changed "sharia-law" to be less
brutal, to be almost absent...sadly he was not able to finish this.
Of course there were young people who wanted changes to happen faster, but Muammar
believed that changes have to come slowly so people can get used to and understand why and
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what for, some things has to be changed. He never forced anything on his People, but his way of
thinking and introducing ideas were always highly respected by the Libyan Nation. You could call
him a "Free-Thinker".
Again it is always how one looks at something.
Take Freedom for instance. Does it mean naked woman/man have to stear you in the eye from
the Cover of a Magazin while walking your kids to Kindergarten or Shool?
Or does it give you the right to throw your trash on the street?
Or is it rather living a souveraighn and selfresponsible Life?

GOD BLESS
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/25/2011 07:59 AM
that tent is viewable in the family pics I posted yesterday. I was wondering why they were living in
a tent.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi Nip,
the tent is the original housing of nomads, Libyans used to be nomads. Some tribes still are.
Also a way of saying: All the possesion one needs to have in order to live a good and joyfull life,
can fit in a tent.
Muammar was not the "possesion type" his "Palace" was used for official gathering with foreign
Diplomates and the monthly gathering with the Libyans.
He always prevered living in his tent, which he actually did.

GOD BLESS

PS: I'm on fire (lol) all those good teachings....i have to speed up my "learning procedure"

firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/25/2011 08:20 AM
that tent is viewable in the family pics I posted yesterday. I was wondering why they were living in
a tent.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi Nip,
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the tent is the original housing of nomads, Libyans used to be nomads. Some tribes still are.
Also a way of saying: All the possesion one needs to have in order to live a good and joyfull life,
can fit in a tent.
Muammar was not the "possesion type" his "Palace" was used for official gathering with foreign
Diplomates and the monthly gathering with the Libyans.
He always prevered living in his tent, which he actually did.

GOD BLESS

PS: I'm on fire (lol) all those good teachings....i have to speed up my "learning procedure"
Quoting: firmament

My bad
Forgot the vow he once made to the Libyans, that neither his parents nor him would live in a
house before not every Libyan would be living in one.
He made that statement after most of the tribes gave up their nomad lifes. Still he prevered living
in his tent

Horusinsun
User ID: 3991759
Australia
10/25/2011 09:38 AM
Gday all!
And it is great to see this thread growing rapidly!
I see now that it is safe to use Candance NIP, I waited along while until it was used by yourself to
see that it ia ok and your not a threat or some I hope dear beloved.
Today I would like to comment briefly on the goodness of leadership that does not need
expensive homes, castles or to rule by might in order to function as said leadership.
Few years back I was working for an Arabic family, and had a small bit of prior knowledge of the
leadership there. The governing body gave its service free to the country, and STRANGELY
enough, this man was blown up in a car bombing incident. I wonder sacrastically whom this could
have been? Now this country is run by this mans son, also free of charge.
Anyone see the pattern here? Gaddafhi lived well below his means, in a country where he could
have ruled as king such was his might and influence. However he chose to remain humble and
true to his ideals which made the great nation of Libya strong.
I am forming new convictions regarding the new civilisation here to come, and now know what is
truly needed here. The humbleness of character, virtue, honour and respect should be pre
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requisites for this age. I submit myself, my will to CM and all in service only, for I have all of
enternity to do so.
I have written/channelled some laws which I need to type up for others to read and discus, not at
all being some kind of superbeing or overlord as I am aware of how this sounds, but I would like to
at least see what you all think and feel of these, as alot pertains to the things that will never be
allowed have happen here again.
I couldnt stop writing for hours last night and felt very good after doing so!
So its off to bed for me folks, but I will say lastly for now, courage is not throwing yourself
aimlessly into a fight, without the knowledge of the foe or what upper hand they may seem to
have. Knowledge will teach you the approach and the effectiveness of ones actions, before you
even put it into practice.
That is what we are achieving here now, nes't par?
Horusinsun..............
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1491467
United States
10/25/2011 12:14 PM
something to consider on this thread today when you study your convictions. this is pretty well
known stuff. Thread: The Real Reason Why Gadaffi Was Killed & Why We're In Libya (Page 4)
I would ask that ones that believe all dictatorships are "bad", look at this as part of building their
paradigm about dictatorships.
16 FACTS THAT CANT BE DENIED
1. There is no electricity bill in Libya; electricity is free for all its citizens.
2. There is no interest on loans, banks in Libya are state-owned and loans given to all its citizens
at 0% interest by law.
3. Home considered a human right in Libya –
Gaddafi vowed that his parents would not get a house until everyone in Libya had a home.
Gaddafi’s father has
died while him, his wife and his mother are still living
in a tent.
4. All newlyweds in Libya receive $60,000 Dinar (US$
50,000 ) by the government to buy their first apartment so to help start up the
family.
5. Education and medical treatments are free in
Libya. Before Gaddafi only 25% of Libyans are literate. Today the figure is 83%.
6. Should Libyans want to take up farming career,
they would receive farming land, a farming house, equipments, seeds and livestock to kick- start
their farms
– all for free.
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7. If Libyans cannot find the education or medical
facilities they need in Libya, the government funds them to go abroad for it – not only free but they
get US
$2, 300/mth accommodation and car allowance.
8. In Libyan, if a Libyan buys a car, the government subsidized 50% of the price.
9. The price of petrol in Libya is $0. 14 per liter.
10. Libya has no external debt and its reserves
amount to $150 billion – now frozen globally.
11. If a Libyan is unable to get employment after
graduation the state would pay the average salary of the profession as if he or she is employed
until employment is found.
12. A portion of Libyan oil sale is, credited directly to
the bank accounts of all Libyan citizens.
13. A mother who gave birth to a child receive US $5 ,000
14. 40 loaves of bread in Libya costs $ 0.15
15. 25% of Libyans have a university degree
16. Gaddafi carried out the world’s largest irrigation
project, known as the Great Man-Made River project, to make water readily available throughout
the desert
country.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

If a man can do these for his citizen I don't think he is dictator, regardless of how long he is on the
throne. Look how often we change the President and what can they do for the country. If he was a
real dictator I don't think he died that easy.
Still wonder why God didn't save him; It's a waste to die, he is a good tool to fight the Dark.
Wonder if it's because he didn't call God for help?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/25/2011 12:20 PM
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Gday all!
And it is great to see this thread growing rapidly!
I see now that it is safe to use Candance NIP, I waited along while until it was used by yourself to
see that it ia ok and your not a threat or some I hope dear beloved.
Today I would like to comment briefly on the goodness of leadership that does not need
expensive homes, castles or to rule by might in order to function as said leadership.
Few years back I was working for an Arabic family, and had a small bit of prior knowledge of the
leadership there. The governing body gave its service free to the country, and STRANGELY
enough, this man was blown up in a car bombing incident. I wonder sacrastically whom this could
have been? Now this country is run by this mans son, also free of charge.
Anyone see the pattern here? Gaddafhi lived well below his means, in a country where he could
have ruled as king such was his might and influence. However he chose to remain humble and
true to his ideals which made the great nation of Libya strong.
I am forming new convictions regarding the new civilisation here to come, and now know what is
truly needed here. The humbleness of character, virtue, honour and respect should be pre
requisites for this age. I submit myself, my will to CM and all in service only, for I have all of
enternity to do so.
I have written/channelled some laws which I need to type up for others to read and discus, not at
all being some kind of superbeing or overlord as I am aware of how this sounds, but I would like to
at least see what you all think and feel of these, as alot pertains to the things that will never be
allowed have happen here again.
I couldnt stop writing for hours last night and felt very good after doing so!
So its off to bed for me folks, but I will say lastly for now, courage is not throwing yourself
aimlessly into a fight, without the knowledge of the foe or what upper hand they may seem to
have. Knowledge will teach you the approach and the effectiveness of ones actions, before you
even put it into practice.
That is what we are achieving here now, nes't par?
Horusinsun..............
Quoting: Horusinsun 3991759

Its been ok to use my name for some time now. but beloved, I don't DANCE so well, it CANDACE
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not Can Dance.
I don't know where this got started or how but lots of people add that extra
n. It is pronounced Can Day See
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/25/2011 12:22 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3838368
United Kingdom
10/25/2011 12:51 PM
Thanks for the link firmament.... will have a good look.
was Gaddafi hated so much by his people? if so then why?
Quoting: jolo 3838368

Hello jolo,
no, Muammar was not hated by his people.
It is true that he came a long way, but it should be also clear that when he found his path, he did
everything possible to bring soveraighnity, freedom, knowledge and peace to Libya.
He was catching fire for wanting to change how the Kuran was interpreted. He believed that God
is Love and we are all Godly Beeings. That is one reason why he changed "sharia-law" to be less
brutal, to be almost absent...sadly he was not able to finish this.
Of course there were young people who wanted changes to happen faster, but Muammar
believed that changes have to come slowly so people can get used to and understand why and
what for, some things has to be changed. He never forced anything on his People, but his way of
thinking and introducing ideas were always highly respected by the Libyan Nation. You could call
him a "Free-Thinker".
Again it is always how one looks at something.
Take Freedom for instance. Does it mean naked woman/man have to stear you in the eye from
the Cover of a Magazin while walking your kids to Kindergarten or Shool?
Or does it give you the right to throw your trash on the street?
Or is it rather living a souveraighn and selfresponsible Life?

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

Thanks Firmament,
having spent some time today actually researching the alternative view of Gaddafi I am not that
surprised, as I well know how we are all lied to by our daily dose of propaganda.
I suspected the West had a vendetta against Gaddafi when Lockerbie happened.. I wasn't quite
as savvy on global tyranny then but my instincts told me there was something wrong with the
story. I remember seeing footage of a Lockerbie victims father stating that it was still very doubtful
that Libya were involved, no real proof.
Today I did come across the wikipedia clip that points out that although Gaddafi implemented a
milder form of Sharia law he still left restrictions for women i.e. not able to vote or to take part in a
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criminal investigation which is always disappointing.
Our western society is debauched and most definitely lost within a mire of criminal activity and
unethical behaviour, if Gaddafi was truly the humble and unique leader as portrayed in the
alternative media i.e everyone else apart for corporate media, I am saddened deeply but also this
tragedy has brought our attention to the man and the country that has now been invaded by the
west using nato... many will take the time to find the truth... the powers that were have set
themselves up again, for exposure.
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/25/2011 03:18 PM
Hi jolo,
Thanks for your reply.
Quoting:
"Today I did come across the wikipedia clip that points out that although Gaddafi implemented a
milder form of Sharia law he still left restrictions for women i.e. not able to vote or to take part in a
criminal investigation which is always disappointing."
The above is (almost)true, but you have to understand what it means to change Muslim tradition. I
am sure he was about to change that also, because he made sure that women could take their
husbands to court if they been abused or abused by them.
If you read the Green Book, you will understand a lot better.
Another great help is studying Muslim Tradition, that way you understand how much inspired he
must have been to go change traditions over a thousand years old, that have never been changed
before.

GOD BLESS
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/25/2011 07:09 PM

I would like to comment here that it takes a LONG time for people to grow enough wisdom to allow
change in their belief systems and cultural customs. That is why I have my signature file below,
because only each one can take a journey to knowledge for themselves and there is always huge
cultural pressure against change.
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Horusinsun
User ID: 4056576
Australia
10/26/2011 03:22 AM
Just checking in, have a bout of hayfever today, so will be out of it for today perhaps!
Nice to hear from you Candace, and heres to hoping you will be well enough to dance with the
celebrations coming shortly!
Anyways, hope all are well, and in preparedness for what could happen in the western regions of
USA.
Nice piece from Jess there before Candace and timely, lots of love.
Brendan, via the universe alongside some Pleiadian woman, namely Mira and Semjase.....maybe
we'll be alongside each other soon, for that long awaited comisc cappucino lol!
Tiago63
User ID: 4062885
Brazil
10/26/2011 07:15 AM

Gaddafi and Libya.
I would like to know why you consider all of them dictators?
Quoting:
In my understanding, yes they are.
I think it's pointless to discuss Gadhafi's death. He had 42 years to prove himself to his people and
to the rest of the world.
I think there are more urgent themes to be spoken of in these end times.
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/26/2011 09:54 AM
Gaddafi and Libya.
I would like to know why you consider all of them dictators?
Quoting:
In my understanding, yes they are.
I think it's pointless to discuss Gadhafi's death. He had 42 years to prove himself to his people and
to the rest of the world.
I think there are more urgent themes to be spoken of in these end times.
Quoting: Tiago63
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Hi Tiago63,
would you mind telling me what you mean by that.
Thank you

GOOD BLESS
Tiago63
User ID: 4069140
Brazil
10/26/2011 09:59 AM

Hi Tiago63,
would you mind telling me what you mean by that.
Thank you
GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

Hi firmament,
I'm sorry to disappoint you but I don't want to elaborate on the Lybia theme anymore, I believe this
matter is over.
May God bless you too.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/26/2011 10:04 AM
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Hi Tiago63,
would you mind telling me what you mean by that.
Thank you
GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

Hi firmament,
I'm sorry to disappoint you but I don't want to elaborate on the Lybia theme anymore, I believe this
matter is over.
May God bless you too.
Quoting: Tiago63

the matter is hardly over and individual must access their feelings about it, but its more I think for
americans to do that who have allowed it. there will be karma here for all we have allowed of this
country.
the Tiago63, where does this come from? Was he discussed much in your country out of curiosity.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/26/2011 10:05 AM
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
10/26/2011 10:54 AM

Hi Tiago63,
would you mind telling me what you mean by that.
Thank you
GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

Hi firmament,
I'm sorry to disappoint you but I don't want to elaborate on the Lybia theme anymore, I believe this
matter is over.
May God bless you too.
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Quoting: Tiago63

the matter is hardly over and individual must access their feelings about it, but its more I think for
americans to do that who have allowed it. there will be karma here for all we have allowed of this
country.
the Tiago63, where does this come from? Was he discussed much in your country out of curiosity.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Yes, the support that the outside governments gave the rebels has now made it possible for them
to declare Sharia Law for their country. I cannot even begin to tell you how much that disturbs me
on so many levels.
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/26/2011 12:53 PM
Hi Tiago63,
would you mind telling me what you mean by that.
Thank you
GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

Hi firmament,
I'm sorry to disappoint you but I don't want to elaborate on the Lybia theme anymore, I believe this
matter is over.
May God bless you too.
Quoting: Tiago63

Hi again,
sorry did not mean to bother you, but i was referring to this: "I think there are more urgent themes
to be spoken of in these end times."

GOD BLESS
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/26/2011 01:30 PM
Hi Tiago63,
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would you mind telling me what you mean by that.
Thank you
GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

Hi firmament,
I'm sorry to disappoint you but I don't want to elaborate on the Lybia theme anymore, I believe this
matter is over.
May God bless you too.
Quoting: Tiago63

the matter is hardly over and individual must access their feelings about it, but its more I think for
americans to do that who have allowed it. there will be karma here for all we have allowed of this
country.
the Tiago63, where does this come from? Was he discussed much in your country out of curiosity.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Yes, the support that the outside governments gave the rebels has now made it possible for them
to declare Sharia Law for their country. I cannot even begin to tell you how much that disturbs me
on so many levels.
Quoting: DOK

....for this to happen was my greatest fear.....i can not immagine how people can live under the
sharia....i guess they cant.

BOD BLESS
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/26/2011 01:33 PM

Hi Tiago63,
would you mind telling me what you mean by that.
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Thank you
GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

Hi firmament,
I'm sorry to disappoint you but I don't want to elaborate on the Lybia theme anymore, I believe this
matter is over.
May God bless you too.
Quoting: Tiago63

Hi again,
sorry did not mean to bother you, but i was referring to this: "I think there are more urgent themes
to be spoken of in these end times."

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

If you have convictions around Libya and Gaddafi, now is the time to look at the convictions if
even only a few minutes. Once you are satisfied with those convictions then for YOU its time to
move on. That is the purpose of this though, because if people who have followed the Libyan
issues and have convictions about them, this is a world changing event, which is WHY I chose it
for this first thread on the topic, and they MUST look at those convictions and the source of them,
or its going to come back to them in some way.
Those whose conviction are that muslims are to be eliminated from the earth and that their leader
is a creep and dark person, and have not made a proper inspection but merely brought the TV
story, or are "Christians" and who are still under the belief system they have that muslims are
ignorant of god and evil, these ones are going to yet pay a rather huge price.
It becomes always important to examine where convictions come from and this is hugely a muslim
issue here, confronting christians and also in my country people who have bought the story on TV
and carry fear and hatred of the muslim and fear and hatred of this leader who had NOTHING to
do with with Lockerbie and was framed, are going to have further confrontations in their soul
growth and will likely not be candidates for continuing with this planet, for that that continue are
learning and MUST learn discernment, the actual act of seeking truth and looking at all sides of an
issue. those not ready to do that are not candidates to remain on this planet. For the will not
choose to look in all areas. That is the purpose in fact of fleet "allowing" the free will of man,
because the soul must be challenged to grow.
If you had an interest in the story and have processed it satisfactorily you can drop it for yourself
but if you are dropping it simply because it's old news, and no longer valid you could yourself have
something else coming to you. That is why all who had an interest must look at the whole thing as
best as can be found of material to look at. That is the value of a forum such as this, in which
many ideas around a topic are expressed. And perhaps a different story will emerge on the
internet.
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LIbya is going to remain a pressing problem because a country was destroyed, it was allowed by
the people who had Nato troops there.
This man was a star seed and likely a christ. And the world has allowed yet another christ to be
killed and a country to be destroyed which had grown so much under this man. Now that this is a
global world and most have internet and TV access, it cannot be said that people did not know
what was going on.
I remember back in the 60's and 70's that it was much harder to know what was going on in the
world. Even with TV which most had. Before tv there was radio and the radio was not so bad,
because people had to listen up. There were no pictures.
I discovered a couple years or more ago, when I was reviewing some history of Israel since ww2
that I was the ripe old age of 8 when one of those major skirmishes was going on there. And I
listened to that on the radio. I did not have my own, and my parents had no interest really in any of
the stuff and I had to listen while sitting behind my fathers chair where the large radio was, it had
the record player in it too, to it very quietly if my parents were home, they did not was to be
disturbed, but listen I did. I turned 8 in 1955, and right now I can't recall if this war that happened
was in 1955 or 1956, 1956 sounds more likely and we had no tv yet in my small town. and even if
we did, not sure when it came to us, my early teens when my family got one, but I know the
coverage was not what the radio carried. we also had new reel films at the movies which brought
some news, but I am quite sure it was corrupted. I can't guarantee what came across the radio
was not corrupted either, its has been so long.
There are world changing events and nationally changing events. and local changing event to the
paradigms people hold. Libya will be a western countris changing event. It already is, as has been
all the desposed folks iin the middle east.
Saddam was loved by most of his people. He was still alive in 2007, I don't know if he currently
still walks the planet, as a committee of 300 member or not. The past however must be studied for
growth and learning.
It is not always right to just drop a topic as finished because of more pressing things. The more
pressing things could very well be removals of supposed dictators.
God does not care if a country has a dictator or not. What is important is what the leadership has
done for the country. Some so called dictators have been very visionary people and have taken
reign from the thugs and done was is right.
People think they are free in my country and I have never felt one "free day" in my life in the
United states. I am not going to detail that, but maybe that will be a topic as part of this project.
world and local major events must be accessed by the people. Libya is not over, maybe for you,
but it's not over.

I need to be choosing today my next topic today.
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
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10/26/2011 03:40 PM
Dear Candace,
i do very well understand your point, for me Libya is and always will be a subject.
So is Tunisia, Egypt and Iran etc. because i "believe" there is something even bigger going on
behind the curtain.
To me it looks like the BBB&G try to make the Muslim & African countries fight each other.It would
fit in their plans of destruction.

GOD BLESS
Dreamspeaker
User ID: 1106120
United States
10/26/2011 03:50 PM
Hello NIP. I agree with you. Those living in countries that contributed to Gaddafi's death and
destruction of Lybia need to examine their convictions, including myself. I am still mourning the
death of Gaddafi, the destruction of Lybia and not sure where to go with that. So, thank you for the
opportunity to share some of my experience. My initial reaction to this life changing/Earth
changing event was shock. I had been routing for Gaddafi and his peoples ever since I became
aware of the lies and disinformaiton intentionally put out by the controlling elite and their
Mainstream Media, last couple of years or so. And that was introduced to me by way of the
Abundant Hope webiste and links to other alternative websites that wish to share the Truth or at
least offer different perspectives from the MM.
Oh, and while it is still fresh, NIP, when I read your statement about never feeling free in your life,
my heart opened. Literally. I felt the Truth of that. I thought there were some times in my life when
I felt free. And, perhaps at that time, it did come close to my perception of freedom. Today, after
processing the writings on this subject on GLP, reading some of AH's posts and ALLOWING
myself to feel deeply about the issue of Gaddafi and, well, I must admit, I have never felt TRUE
freedom. Ever. And, as i write, I am deeply saddened by that truth. For even my perception of
Freedom has been a lie. I DO HAVE A LOT OF INNER WORK TO DO!
I write as I weep. And as I weep, I become angry because I am reminded of a death of who I
perceive to be a Great Man. A man whom I have never met, in the physical, yet upon hearing the
news of his death, I pause in shock and imediately begin to sob, DEEPLY. From my heart, I feel
this huge release of pressure in waves move throughout my body, and I tremble. I recongnize I
need to allow it. I am not only shocked by the news; I am shocked by MY reaction. Where is this
coming from? It is so deep and raw. I have experienced that before with those few very close to
me including humans, animals, trees, nature, Mother Earth, feeling Spirit deeply. But, a man. A
man I don't know. And only know thru the news! WOW. WOW. WOW.
And that's all I could say while I was emoting. And the longer I allowed myself to emote, and
breath, [I wouldn't of been able to process the emotions unless I did some deep and rythmic
breathing with each strong wave of emotion], the more I became receptive to some interesting
ideas. And, naturally, I questined them as they began to move through my conscious and my
body. It seemed that with each strong emotion there was a corresponding wave or flow of
experience of each idea. When I questioned where this deep emotional response came from I got
that some of it was mine and some of it was of others who knew the truth or at least enough of the
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Truth about this man and his mission. When I questioned the overwhelming sadness coming from
my heart, I heard that my Soul and those of others who are Divinely aligned with the Truth, ARE
KNOWN to each other, consciously. Gaddafi is my brother. He is family. The family of Light. We
are all connected. Yea, afew more WOWs! And then I got that I not only was feeling the saddness
of the others who knew the Truth, I also felt the Truth of WHAT WILL COME, at anytime, to any of
us not only here in the United States, but anywhere on this planet if we continue to allow the
controlling elite to follow through with there NWO mission. It became very clear to me that Gaddafi
became the symbol and the act of a force that is willing to kill, mame, starve anything or anyone
on all levels to get what they want. And that includes me. Yea, some bigger WOWS.
Through this multi level experience as I continue to process, daily, and sometimes several times a
day, I weep for the loss of my brother, a man whom I've not met, yet know intimately from the
heart; I weep for the trauma inflicted on to a whole nation of peoples; I weep for the peoples from
other nations and countries in the past who have suffered same. I weep for Mother Earth. I weep
for all life on this still beautiful planet.
And then, I remember to pray. And when I remember to pray, and to center and ground myself in
Light, Love and Truth, I remember who I am. I AM Light. I AM Truth. I AM Love. I am One with All
that is. And then I remember what it FEELS like to be One with the All that is. My heart opens. My
mind opens and together I feel thankful and grateful to be who I am. And, yes, when I am thankful
and grateful I know and feel the Light, Love, Truth streaming from my heart, mind and soul
experienced with every aspect of my being. Embracing every aspect of my being wtih the Truth of
what that is and FEELS like. And I become, strong and clear and grounded with the Light, and
know I am ready for anything. And, when I am ready for anything is when I become clear about
what my spritual convictions are.
When I remembered to consciously align in this way, takes about an hour in the morning, I am
ready to follow through with my convictions. Most recetly, with this global event, I have agreed on
a much deeper level to follow through with my Mission Statement, on the AH forum. I have
progessed quite nicely and now more clearly inspired and motivated to continue mission by this
very personal and enlightening global experience. Discovering the Truth within. Yep, that's the
way to go.
Thank you again for allowing me to utilize this space for what I consider a work in progress.
Perhaps others will be inspired in their own way to seek their Truth. Sorry for the rambling and
redundancy and typos. Be well.
Tiago63
User ID: 4089209
Brazil
10/26/2011 04:35 PM

Hi again,
sorry did not mean to bother you, but i was referring to this: "I think there are more urgent themes
to be spoken of in these end times."
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GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament
Hi firmament,
By urgent themes I mean everything that's related with the end time we are living now.
I still don't see the relevance of discussing the Lybian affair in this moment.
God bless you.
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/26/2011 04:36 PM
Dear Candace,
i do very well understand your point, for me Libya is and always will be a subject.
So is Tunisia, Egypt and Iran etc. because i "believe" there is something even bigger going on
behind the curtain.
To me it looks like the BBB&G try to make the Muslim & African countries fight each other.It would
fit in their plans of destruction.

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

sorry, was called away again before i was finished posting.
Just think about it...African countries and the Arabic world at War with each other...we can not let
this happen.
I always thought that the Internet was a great chance, for people from all around the world to
unite. A great chance to overcome our misinformed selfs, when it comes to subjects like racism,
believe-systems, politics etc. or simply how one views the world.
A place were relevant Problems could be discussed and solutions found, realizing we are all
sitting in the same boat.
Sad but it often seems like only "loners" roaming the world wide web.
Here, on threads like this one, we have the opportunity to find true and righteous
information....which could be put to use in our daily living, by action taken to unite what was
divided.
One may call me naive, but i still think it can be done. All we need is God in our hearts and a little
courage helping us, to keep our "Backbone" straight.
I do not fear to stand up for what is right, i fear what may show its face if i don't.

GOD BLESS
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firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/26/2011 04:38 PM
Hi again,
sorry did not mean to bother you, but i was referring to this: "I think there are more urgent themes
to be spoken of in these end times."

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament
Hi firmament,
By urgent themes I mean everything that's related with the end time we are living now.
I still don't see the relevance of discussing the Lybian affair in this moment.
God bless you.
Quoting: Tiago63

nice to see you are back Tiago63.
Maby reading what Candace posted help you to understand.

GOOD BLESS
Tiago63
User ID: 4089209
Brazil
10/26/2011 04:50 PM

the matter is hardly over and individual must access their feelings about it, but its more I think for
americans to do that who have allowed it. there will be karma here for all we have allowed of this
country.
the Tiago63, where does this come from? Was he discussed much in your country out of curiosity.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Dear NIP:
As I am not a citizen of an English speaking country, I sometimes have some difficulty in
understanding what you say, pardon me, it must be my fault.
If you're asking about the repercussion of Muammar Gaddafi's death in Brazil, the only thing I can
say to you is that the news sources we have here are the same as yours: CNN, Reuters, BBC,
NYT, UPI, AFP and so on.
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I am an attentive news follower since my youth and only recently I have been reading "alternative"
news sources.
As a common man, I have no privileged sources of information so what I know about ancient and
modern history is what the common man has access to.
I personally have nothing pro or against Muammar Gaddafi and became amazed to see the
attention he is receiving in your forum.
So I ask you: why?
Tiago63
User ID: 4103648
Brazil
10/26/2011 08:37 PM

Those not ready to do that are not candidates to remain on this planet.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Do you have the power to decide that?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/26/2011 09:46 PM

Those not ready to do that are not candidates to remain on this planet.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Do you have the power to decide that?
Quoting: Tiago63

I don't have the power no, but I know how it works and rules around an ascending planetary
mother and thus can make that statement as teaching. All of the creation is governed and there
are those that do make that decision. People have guardian angels once they reach a certain soul
growth level, who do make those decisions for them until they are "free souls." It is also a law of
nature, because energies cannot exist at certain points of development. These peoples MINDS
are not ready for what this planet is going to experience and for the expanded dimensional
consciousness that is rising 4d and the coming of 5d.
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People that still need to murder the christed ones and their bloodlines on this planet are not
candidates to continue here. Such is what happened to Gaddafy which is one reason I chose this
as the first topic.
Those that love war, enjoy greed and materialism will be moving. As to the souls of earth, they
must have resolved at least 51% of their karma to continue here. There will be about 1 billion of
those. And that has been granted at that low a level because as a special grace.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/26/2011 09:52 PM
Tiago63
User ID: 4103648
Brazil
10/26/2011 10:11 PM

...the christed ones ...
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
If this man is a christed one as you say I'm sure he is able to continue his work even without the
physical body that no longer exists.
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/27/2011 12:53 AM
...the christed ones ...
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
If this man is a christed one as you say I'm sure he is able to continue his work even without the
physical body that no longer exists.
Quoting: Tiago63

Good Morning Tiago63,
may I give you my point of view?
How can anyone continue here on earth, without a physical body? Not being seen, or heard by
the people?
To be invisible was not even Christ's choice. He had to have a body too, in order to operate. This
world is dense, therefor we see only density, very few can see the lighter beings.
That brings us to the question, what is it that needs to be done?
Are we going to sit down and wait, for whatever? Or are we going to keep on letting people know
about what is going on, so they can see and learn not to be mislead so easily again?
In order for anyone to make a decision, one has to be in the knowing first.
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Don't you think so?

GOD BLESS
Tiago63
User ID: 3912535
Brazil
10/27/2011 05:51 AM

How can anyone continue here on earth, without a physical body? Not being seen, or heard by
the people?
Quoting: firmament
Hi firmament!
Your opinions are welcome.
In my understanding there are millions of Celestial Beings working with our planet full-time, nonstop, 24/7, even though they have no physical bodies. These Beings incarnate in a physical body
when they see the need to do so.
As to what we need to do, in times of great unrest like the ones we are living in, the best thing to
do in my opinion is to hear our Inner Voice that is always present and will never let us down.
God be with you.
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/27/2011 07:46 AM
How can anyone continue here on earth, without a physical body? Not being seen, or heard by
the people?
Quoting: firmament
Hi firmament!
Your opinions are welcome.
In my understanding there are millions of Celestial Beings working with our planet full-time, nonstop, 24/7, even though they have no physical bodies. These Beings incarnate in a physical body
when they see the need to do so.
As to what we need to do, in times of great unrest like the ones we are living in, the best thing to
do in my opinion is to hear our Inner Voice that is always present and will never let us down.
God be with you.
Quoting: Tiago63
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Hi Tiago63,

i am very happy about your responds. By the way, did you noticed?; you just answered your own
question.
Incarnation...thats the point. Until then, in my opinion,we are being asked to carry on with what
incarnated Starseed or Celestials started, for the benefit of all. Until i guess, we realize that we
can do it too, by being who and what we really are.
I remember CM saying once, that he will provide us with all the backup & knowledge we need, but
that we are the ones which have to do the clean up of our mess.

GOD BLESS
Horusinsun
User ID: 4129532
Australia
10/27/2011 07:48 AM
HI guys,
Hi Tiago63 welcome to the thread.
There are inded works going on 24/7, and many wonderous things indeed are in manifestation.
Perhaps I could invite you to have a squiz at the Urantia Book, and more specifically the
understanding of Morontia appearences and etheric forms. I myself am still getting my head
around it so to speak, but it does explain the use of bodies in different densities.
Also another way of putting it is this.
Matter is merely energy condensed to a slow form or a slower vibration, Earth is on its way up in
vibrations and has been in one of the densest dimensions for some time.
As we rise in vibration our forms or bodies become less dense, still having form to some respect,
depending of course on ones choices and evolution. For example, the ones of Anromeda are
purely etherial or wispy like which is of my recollection, however soon, we will have a third and
fourth dimensional aspect to this area as it is colonised, and I do believe we will have teams going
there in our current form?!
I hope this helps and hope all are well at this time.
Still recovering from from hayfever,
Be back writing soon,
Kindest Regards,
Brendan.
firmament
User ID: 1255489
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Germany
10/27/2011 08:02 AM
It feels so good that we all can come together in a thread, where discussions are held in direct but
loveable manners.

I likes that
See you all later, and many thank for the input.
GOD bless
Tiago63
User ID: 3912535
Brazil
10/27/2011 08:02 AM

Be back writing soon,
Kindest Regards,
Brendan.
Quoting: Horusinsun
Hi Brendan, thanks for your considerations.
Have a good recovery!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/27/2011 12:31 PM

It feels so good that we all can come together in a thread, where discussions are held in direct but
loveable manners.
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I likes that
See you all later, and many thank for the input.
GOD bless
Quoting: firmament

the advantage of these internet forums is you can make your statements without the censor of
people at work and in your other social situations with people. It still takes some courage to post
on forums too, and something for some of you to work on.
A forum is a place perhaps to Practice speaking your convictions, free of dirty looks around you
and a way to explore how you might show the way of your convictions in your other social
situations. you can learn to ask questions in a gentle way, or hit them straight on, as different
situation require different actions. There are social situations where you must listen within and
shut up too for there might be danger involved or you have to eat and can't lose a job over it. Its
quite a dance on this planet.
I went to google images to research for younger pics of gaddafi as many people have made their
convictions based on the looks of the man. Here in an article with an image of him from 1971. He
certainly didn't age "gracefully". his face seems to reflect a difficult life. He at sometime got quite a
scare on the left side of his mouth, which as he aged, and it being close to the "smile" lines did not
help him. [link to news.bbc.co.uk] I did not read this article, I posted simply for the image. He
seems a much better looking fellow 40 years ago.
For those that saw him as evil because of his face, this is a good lesson not to judge by looks. Life
has been difficult for him I am sure. I would think especially since he was framed for lockerbie.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/27/2011 12:32 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/27/2011 12:41 PM

Hello NIP. I agree with you. Those living in countries that contributed to Gaddafi's death and
destruction of Lybia need to examine their convictions, including myself. I am still mourning the
death of Gaddafi, the destruction of Lybia and not sure where to go with that. So, thank you for the
opportunity to share some of my experience. My initial reaction to this life changing/Earth
changing event was shock. I had been routing for Gaddafi and his peoples ever since I became
aware of the lies and disinformaiton intentionally put out by the controlling elite and their
Mainstream Media, last couple of years or so. And that was introduced to me by way of the
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Abundant Hope webiste and links to other alternative websites that wish to share the Truth or at
least offer different perspectives from the MM.
Oh, and while it is still fresh, NIP, when I read your statement about never feeling free in your life,
my heart opened. Literally. I felt the Truth of that. I thought there were some times in my life when
I felt free. And, perhaps at that time, it did come close to my perception of freedom. Today, after
processing the writings on this subject on GLP, reading some of AH's posts and ALLOWING
myself to feel deeply about the issue of Gaddafi and, well, I must admit, I have never felt TRUE
freedom. Ever. And, as i write, I am deeply saddened by that truth. For even my perception of
Freedom has been a lie. I DO HAVE A LOT OF INNER WORK TO DO!
I write as I weep. And as I weep, I become angry because I am reminded of a death of who I
perceive to be a Great Man. A man whom I have never met, in the physical, yet upon hearing the
news of his death, I pause in shock and imediately begin to sob, DEEPLY. From my heart, I feel
this huge release of pressure in waves move throughout my body, and I tremble. I recongnize I
need to allow it. I am not only shocked by the news; I am shocked by MY reaction. Where is this
coming from? It is so deep and raw. I have experienced that before with those few very close to
me including humans, animals, trees, nature, Mother Earth, feeling Spirit deeply. But, a man. A
man I don't know. And only know thru the news! WOW. WOW. WOW.
And that's all I could say while I was emoting. And the longer I allowed myself to emote, and
breath, [I wouldn't of been able to process the emotions unless I did some deep and rythmic
breathing with each strong wave of emotion], the more I became receptive to some interesting
ideas. And, naturally, I questined them as they began to move through my conscious and my
body. It seemed that with each strong emotion there was a corresponding wave or flow of
experience of each idea. When I questioned where this deep emotional response came from I got
that some of it was mine and some of it was of others who knew the truth or at least enough of the
Truth about this man and his mission. When I questioned the overwhelming sadness coming from
my heart, I heard that my Soul and those of others who are Divinely aligned with the Truth, ARE
KNOWN to each other, consciously. Gaddafi is my brother. He is family. The family of Light. We
are all connected. Yea, afew more WOWs! And then I got that I not only was feeling the saddness
of the others who knew the Truth, I also felt the Truth of WHAT WILL COME, at anytime, to any of
us not only here in the United States, but anywhere on this planet if we continue to allow the
controlling elite to follow through with there NWO mission. It became very clear to me that Gaddafi
became the symbol and the act of a force that is willing to kill, mame, starve anything or anyone
on all levels to get what they want. And that includes me. Yea, some bigger WOWS.
Through this multi level experience as I continue to process, daily, and sometimes several times a
day, I weep for the loss of my brother, a man whom I've not met, yet know intimately from the
heart; I weep for the trauma inflicted on to a whole nation of peoples; I weep for the peoples from
other nations and countries in the past who have suffered same. I weep for Mother Earth. I weep
for all life on this still beautiful planet.
And then, I remember to pray. And when I remember to pray, and to center and ground myself in
Light, Love and Truth, I remember who I am. I AM Light. I AM Truth. I AM Love. I am One with All
that is. And then I remember what it FEELS like to be One with the All that is. My heart opens. My
mind opens and together I feel thankful and grateful to be who I am. And, yes, when I am thankful
and grateful I know and feel the Light, Love, Truth streaming from my heart, mind and soul
experienced with every aspect of my being. Embracing every aspect of my being wtih the Truth of
what that is and FEELS like. And I become, strong and clear and grounded with the Light, and
know I am ready for anything. And, when I am ready for anything is when I become clear about
what my spritual convictions are.
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When I remembered to consciously align in this way, takes about an hour in the morning, I am
ready to follow through with my convictions. Most recetly, with this global event, I have agreed on
a much deeper level to follow through with my Mission Statement, on the AH forum. I have
progessed quite nicely and now more clearly inspired and motivated to continue mission by this
very personal and enlightening global experience. Discovering the Truth within. Yep, that's the
way to go.
Thank you again for allowing me to utilize this space for what I consider a work in progress.
Perhaps others will be inspired in their own way to seek their Truth. Sorry for the rambling and
redundancy and typos. Be well.
Quoting: Dreamspeaker 1106120

I just read your post Dreamspeaker. Eloquently written and thankyou.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1491467
United States
10/27/2011 02:17 PM
Those not ready to do that are not candidates to remain on this planet.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Do you have the power to decide that?
Quoting: Tiago63

I don't have the power no, but I know how it works and rules around an ascending planetary
mother and thus can make that statement as teaching. All of the creation is governed and there
are those that do make that decision. People have guardian angels once they reach a certain soul
growth level, who do make those decisions for them until they are "free souls." It is also a law of
nature, because energies cannot exist at certain points of development. These peoples MINDS
are not ready for what this planet is going to experience and for the expanded dimensional
consciousness that is rising 4d and the coming of 5d.
People that still need to murder the christed ones and their bloodlines on this planet are not
candidates to continue here. Such is what happened to Gaddafy which is one reason I chose this
as the first topic.
Those that love war, enjoy greed and materialism will be moving. As to the souls of earth, they
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must have resolved at least 51% of their karma to continue here. There will be about 1 billion of
those. And that has been granted at that low a level because as a special grace.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Dear Candace,
It’s always uplifting to read about this topic and similar. It would be nice if you can open a thread
to teach us more about these stuff and Paradise, and the future of Earth, etc.. to show us how
good, how different they are compared to the current Earth. These will great encouragement to
help us change and connect to God.
Thanks!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/27/2011 06:09 PM

[link to www.geocities.com] for the green book. I am going to spend a bit of time on it after
downloading it. I have seen part of it.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/27/2011 06:09 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/27/2011 07:05 PM

[link to www.geocities.com] for the green book. I am going to spend a bit of time on it after
downloading it. I have seen part of it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

well I think I am going to like this book. This was an intelligent man. although I tend to skip around
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in books, and I did for a bit today, this is one to read from front to back I think. It will be thought
provoking no matter where it goes.
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
10/27/2011 08:33 PM

I read portions of it yesterday, and from what I read I can see why those who want to control
everyone and everything did not like this man. He wanted each family to have a home for
themselves only (no renting out of private homes), loans made without interest, monies from oil
revenue paid to citizens of the country, and various other ways of "new thinking". This could have
not made him popular with the "controllers". Admittedly there is more to read, and probably his
ideas are not perfect, but he had a head start on being a blessing to his people.
Horusinsun
User ID: 4176697
Australia
10/28/2011 01:59 AM
Hi guys,
Thanks for the well wishes my dear beloved in Brazil, I am recovering nicely indeed, bit sore from
sneezing but I'll soldier on!
Very nice piece Dreamspeaker, I wish I could put words to the effect of emotions so eloquently, it
is quite a skill you have there!
Candace I would love to join you folks on the forum at AHS, but I have had my email comprimised
for quite some time, and thankfully the security features of the forum login have stopped anyone
form doing any damage to you folks on ther, and my reputation!
I have evn had my godlike productions one tampered with and today will be setting up a new
account, I'll let you guys know its me by the words that are familiar to my posts etc.
Will be in contact soon,
Brendan via the superuniverse of Ornvonton, Local universe of Nebadon, firmly footed upon
Urantia, Earth Shan and our beloved Terra.
Peace.
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
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10/28/2011 10:34 AM
Hello and lots of Love to allof you,
Dear Candace, i wanted to ask you if it is ok for me to post a link to some Videos, about Muammar
Gadhafi?

GOD BLESS
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/28/2011 12:16 PM

Hello and lots of Love to allof you,
Dear Candace, i wanted to ask you if it is ok for me to post a link to some Videos, about Muammar
Gadhafi?

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

sure I said links were be great to demonstrate the why behind the conviction!
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/28/2011 01:15 PM
Thank you Candace
The link leads to a side of the Green Charter Movement.
When the side opens just scroll down a bit, there are some good videos about Libya, made by all
kinds of different people from around the world.
Enjoy

[link to mathaba.net]
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GOD BLESS
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
10/29/2011 04:46 AM
Hello Candace,hello to all of you,
The link goes to a page were you can have a look at the
Jamahiriya laws, made by the Libyan People and Gadhafi.
[link to www.greencharter.com]

GOD BLESS
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/29/2011 11:28 AM

I will be starting another conviction thread today, finally chose the topic I wanted. I will post the link
in here when I have created the thread. It will be a few hours yet.
Horus In Sun
User ID: 4287444
Australia
10/30/2011 01:36 AM
Wrote this the other night and have been editing it for this thread........
CONVICTIONS:
Current Topic: Mummar Gaddafhi and Libya and the occupation by the true terrorists.
When I think of Libya , I envision a country of Soveriegn nature. A developing land of happy,
mirthful people which had a strong leader and also a visionary bold enough to dream. Mummar
was and always will remembered for the right reasons to me. A man who took courage to lead
and listen to his people, who delivered a promise of integrity and honour, as he dutifully and
dilligently undertook the management and affairs of the great nation of Libya.
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Bereft on all sides, from a beastlike, bloodlusting force of doom, the truly evil of this world, he kept
himself strong till the last, as the missiles rained down and the forces unlawfully invaded, to keep
his vision alive.
A thriving country, where taxes are not charged of the farmers who produce the food, where
education is strong and equal rights are in a stage of perfection, a happy populace forged quite a
nation, not a small feat tipped upon the African continent with its arid conditions and limitations of
a hostile outside world, governed not by the true leadership of the world, but by godless,
moralless harbringers of death.
It seems to me the cost of such freedoms in this time, only ends in death and destruction, as
saying no to the forces of darkness means execution at some point. With that much military
muscle and crushing brutality, who wouldnt succumb over the longvetivty of the occupation? To
have lasted this long amazed me, obviously they were a bit more prepared to fight than other
unfortunate countries of the Mid-East were.
A terrifying message to all other countries at this time, including now and more than ever a threat
of further invasions, into Iran, another affluent and spiritually minded country not preapred to sell
its people into slavery, death and genocide.
Will the world continue just to whatch from the nosebleeds? Obviously of late there has been
raising of voices in the dark, with the protests against the machine, but what did this achieve?
There has been more brutality and hate being bandied about, when peace could achieve more,
with a legal challenge and the presentation of the facts. All I can remember now in the darkness,
is that the pen is mightier than the sword, and that deliverence is stronger when done by the book.
I ask myself when will this end? Not too sure of that myself personally, however at some point the
killing machine has to be unplugged.
When we are young, we are told of the honour, nobility and intregrity of war. Of the trhill of battle,
and how there are good guys are there are bad guys. We are led to believe in the institution, the
bogeyman out to get us so to speak, but as we grow, we begin to see another picture starting to
present itself.
Today, that image, once held and understood as a necessary one, has morphed into the
grotesqueness of sheer insanity. Now all I feel is a horrible sense of loss and disalusionment as
the once much loved military protector, has been revealed to be nothing more that a well
organised killing machine, a mass cancerous growth strangling the freedom of the world,
especially now another casuality in this being Libya.
When I was young I thought that the military were there to protect our country. I was too young
then to understand the Balkans war, but when Iraq came in the nineties, I had front row seats to
shere and utter evil. To see kinfolk, may they be across the sea but no different to me in the way
that they are much beloved by our heavenly father as much as I am, to be bombarded into the
very dessert dust they are acustomed to dealing with daily, told me that there was something
seriously wrong and amiss in this world. I wacthed documentaries back then that warned of the
NWO, even as early in their dastardly plans as they were. And now today I can seriously cry to
myself, that they carried out such evil plans on us all that to describe it in any other way just
escapes me.
Our armies are no longer there for anything more than occupying and destroying countries, and
rebuilding them at cost to the country. Countless lives have been snuffed out, cut short and the
death that lingers over these lands even to those who have survived the hails of bombs and
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bullets, most are now succumbing to the stain of war, the depleted uranium shells that litter the
middle east, as well as taxpayer funded goons who keep the spectre of fear prevailing to keep the
need going for the war machine, to interfere with the recovery of what is left standing after the
dust, smoke and bodyparts settle.
I no longer believe that war is ever justifyable. Movies that depict the glory of it all are shallow
propaganda essays, that promote the insane notion, that peace is only attainable after the war
machine has been activated and annihilation has met its quota.
There is no glory in war, only death, is an old adage I heard years ago, and it is sad but true. It
seems that only the insane powers who commit war, truly understand this sick gratification of what
war supports and is.
Now, its global. War is here to stay so it seems and the fat cats couldnt be happier. In an insane
world where millions of dollars by the second is funnelled into war aand killing, the masses just
seem numbed by it, Maybe its out of sight out of mind to these ones. But the hope that oneday I
might begin to understand how a world that calls itself a race can just watch, wait and celebrate
the goal of utter destruction and desolation of a counrty albeit a whole section of the world. myabe
oneday, and hopefully soon, we might begin to understand our roles here and what they are truly
about, instead of the paralysis of truth, intergrity and true care which are surely missing.
I do not support anything close to resembling war at all. I knew that world war three got the go
ahead when the towers were bombed from inside thier own supposed leadership of which was
once called America.
The hatred and absolute disregard for anything sacred in the minds and hearts of anyone after the
attacks is beyond me. America went to war, but was it really America?
The name means nothing to me anymore, sad enough to say it. Even my own country called
Australia just doesnt seem to resonate to what it meant to me as a child. In the middle of the night
so to speak, someone came in and trampled our dreams. Someone shat all over what we are
supposed to be and replaced it with the worst kind of ride through hell you could ever imagine. I
cant remember the exact number who were killed in the false flag attacks that year, but how could
that justify the staggerring statistics of deaths, destruction and desolation since? Without a pause
for breath it would seem also. And now Libya. Now another true leader has been silenced with the
ultimate punishment in thier eyes. Defilement I think they call it, the apparent killing of Bin Laden
in recent times did not get such a media coverage of a body, and now Gaddafhi has been
paraded through the streets as a further warning and example of what is to come. I pray for some
kind of intervention , perhaps the blessed earth might kick at the headquarters of Nato, or
wherever else these cowards mingle. I just keep telling myself, that what goes aroubd comes
around and hopefully in these times when things are speeding up, we might just get some justice
for us all.
I can no longer relate to this last age of man. And I can only pray that we are close to the close of
this slaughterhouse. To pray for the day when childeren will never have to live within the specter
of war, when the world can live in harmony and within the true laws of god and creation.
Thats what keeps my candle burning so to speak, to know that they will live in harmony, there are
good things in this world, like a leader who defied the dark even until his death, a man with
courage enough to live his core principles, to act upon his convictions even after much character
assasinating as well as the final blood curdling moments of his life.
A being who has earnt his place upon the mansion worlds, who gave of service to his people, oh
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Libya be brave and strong and continue to live. Long after the hand of evil is swept from the world
we shall live on, to prevail, to live as we envision, and what was taken shall be restored.
Brendan.
Ozark
User ID: 1109380
United States
10/30/2011 01:26 PM

Brendan, thank you very much for taking the time and energy to write your feelings and knowings.
Thanks for sharing. It is a comfort to read that other's feel deeply about Libya and the global
murder's occurring.
I too pray that the end of the destruction will happen soon. What occurs now is so painful to my
soul. It has been very difficult to reach non-attachment in order to rise above the grief I feel about
the planetary conditions, but must be done for me to even begin to at least focus my energy as
love to all and this beautiful planet. I cannot tell you how many times I have had to pick myself up (
with unseen guidance, of course) and really have to "seek" my joy again. Fortunately, I am in a
beautiful natural environment, on our farm, so the connection with nature is always there for me.
We have unplugged from the tv, radio propaganda to lessen the assaults on our psyche.... that
helps! News by email and GLP, and can't do videos, on dial up, so the doom drama's are kept to a
minimum, by choice.
Loving energy sent to everyone from this Hollow in the Ozarks and Peace Be You all! ( peace be
you is like Be Here Now )

Hi NIP, love to you!
Horus In Sun
User ID: 4342029
Australia
10/31/2011 12:04 AM
Thankyou Ozark,
Good to plan with the TV and such, it is indeed a very tough time atm.
But respect through grief and mourning is a part of this change to earth, I have spent much of my
time mourning the passing of the unfortunate ones who defy Gods plan.
After such a period is done, it becomes easier to feel the abundance of joy as to the whisperings
of the grand things to come!
Much love to you all.
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Warmest Regards,
Brendan.
Nodamus
User ID: 4564965
Belgium
11/03/2011 01:56 PM
I think that most of the ideas expressed here about the dramatic events which happened in Libya
are naturally based on information gathered through the media, the internet, discussions, etc…
They take shape in our mind through the normal processes of pondering upon the different
information which our senses present to us.
This information is then compared with the available knowledge already stored in our data banks
(memory) after passing through a series of filters, built-up during our life experience, and which
color any new information according to our values, believes, fears, integrity etc.., before we
integrate them as opinions or convictions.
Those filters are continuously adapted by our daily life experiences which, themselves, are
influenced by our growing mind and consciousness.
Before Libya became the next target for the destructive One World Order powers, I saw Gaddafi
as a dictator similar to others in Africa and else, with similar agendas for power and glory.
It was not a belief nor a conviction, it was rather a non explored idea gathered from the “news”
which stayed latent, awaiting for more details to become one day a focused image supported by
supplementary credible (for me) input.
This supplementary input I got, it was not credible, but it triggered my attention to the many
aspects and hidden agendas which controlled the dramatic events as we know them. Without
going in details I now think that the horrors in Libya and the criminal assassination of Gaddafi
proof to the world how powerful the dark ones became on their way to the NWO = world slavery.
Once we develop an interest for spiritual values, and they become the basis of our everyday
behavior, discernment will lead our conclusions and temper our emotional response.
We will be able to see the rules of the game played and the goal to be reached, and we will be
able to see the similarities in the many games played by the same game players to reach the
same goals, always manufactured around the same egocentric obsessions of power, greed and
ever increasing sense, mental and emotional satisfactions. And this regardess the means.
As an eternal student/teacher, I consider all life experiences as learning tools and training
sessions in order to become more receptive for the omnipresence of spiritual worlds and values
which are our destiny.
The concepts and truths we learn at child age are reconsidered, modified, amended or even
completely discarded and replaced when being adult.
I prefer the word “belief”, even “firm belief” to express my degree of relative sureness, than the
word “conviction” which sounds to me as a rather fossilized opinion, very difficult to adapt or to
integrate new elements in it. I prefer to express my believes as “working hypothesis” meaning that
they are open for discussion and, if justified, for amendments.
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Only Knowledge is real, unchangeable, and of the dimensionless realm of Cause.
Convictions can be useful for a limited time span but will certainly cause resistance when they
must be changed. And one day, they will have to.
Nodamus
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
11/03/2011 05:56 PM

This article is very interesting below. read on site. I don't remember what I have posted in this
thread, but "Nato" is broke, because the Chinese Dragons now OWN the Federal Reserve. the
FEd is not just the central bank of the US, it is the central bank of the central banks of this world. I
have seen adequate documents to KNOW that. The khazar zionist bankers tried to steal great
wealth that was entrusted to Gaddafi, that belongs to the Foundation Divine, which is GOD's
wealth for the people of this world. Those of you who followed the Whistleblower work on my site
know what the foundation divine is. Nato was after the wealth AND hoped for weaponry to use
against China. Always on this world have the Khazars and the Chinese fought for ownership. Nato
did NOT get what they wanted and yet a country stands destroyed. This is an interesting article
that might change some minds about Gaddafi.

[link to nsnbc.wordpress.com]

This article is also interesting and way out of date, because that sramble has been going on for a
LONG TIME now in Africa. TPTB had also long pressured a resistant gaddafi to be the NWO rep
in africa for the African Union. I believe Ron, on my site found evidence that Gaddafi gave into
them, so they would not destroy libya.
[link to nsnbc.wordpress.com]
WOMAN WHO RUNS W/ WOLVES
User ID: 4834419
United States
11/07/2011 10:14 PM
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I believe that the anglophile empire(secret soc.,religions esp. Catholicism, banksters, Militaries,
etc.)is a control system that has ruled this world since at least this last age. It rules for the benefit
of a few at the cost of the many. However, most in the U.S. are oblivious to its existence.
At this present moment it would appear there is a massive plundering of the worlds resources and
a theft of any monetary instruments that are not tied down and this is being done at any cost.
Gaddafi fell pray to this agenda.
I believe Gaddafi was a dictator but he seemed to deal with his people rather well since they had
the highest living standard in Africa(some tribal problems existed) but from what I can gather the
U.S. has supported and installed far worse dictators than Gaddafi. Take for instance, Chile, and
the overthrow and murder of Salvador Allende(a democratically elected President) and the
installation of General Pinochet in his place by the U.S. Gov. which resulted in the death and
disappearance of 30,000 or more people in Chile.
For the most part what TPTB did not like about Gaddafi was that he was not easily controlled and
was believed to be a risk for this reason. In other words, he bucked the system and TPTB have
been trying to put him in his place for a long time now(to make him tow the Anglophile line). He
would not do it and was a constant source of irritation for them.
As I look back on it he was most likely framed for the Lockerbee bombing(it was most likely MI5-6
or the CIA) and the Reagan Administration who were responsible. But Gaddafi has been
demonized(by lies) by our MSM for decades, making him an easy target.
It is sometimes very difficult to discern the entire truth because there are so many different
opinions and much disinfo. on the subject. But it is no different from what TPTB have done in Viet
Nam, South America, Iraq, Afghanistan, and many other places. This is all done under the guise
of bringing democracy to suffering people. What a joke, because when the Imperialists come all
that happens is the country is raped and pillaged for its nat. res. sold of to the multi-nationals and
the population is traumatized or murdered.
What happened to Libya and Gaddafi was immoral, dishonest, barbaric and disgusting and I do
believe he is deceased. However, I am afraid that most people are not capable of the critical
thinking to discern this. Most people don't have the time, nor do most care as long as it does not
effect them, which is rather a sad thing for the human race.
I am waiting to see what happens when true hardship comes knocking on our door. I believe it will
be quite interesting to observe.
Last Edited by WOMAN WHO RUNS W/ WOLVES on 11/07/2011 10:26 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
11/07/2011 10:18 PM
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Gaddafy was a Christ, you know what they do to these ones. God cares not actually whether one
is a dictator or elected if he does right. Some of the worlds dictators are christs who know full well
what they do. They cannot be "elected", and to serve this world they must come in very strong in
other ways. Thus this mans great courage thruout it all. He did NONE of the stuff that was said he
did. It took great character to stand as long as he did.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 11/07/2011 10:19 PM
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
11/07/2011 11:13 PM

NIP, I started to read some of the posts and thought it would be better to post my own thoughts on
this subject rather than bring the ideas of others to mind.
I have read alot of the posts and linked articles here concerning Gadaffi. I don't read mainstream
media much, so only read these items. I tried to ponder and meditate and could not come to a
conclusion, so will try now.
The articles I read showed one thing to me. Some people truly hated this man and others loved
him. There was two sides of the fence and I met no person along the way that sat on this fence.
There were videos and articles that sang his praise and there were others that called him a
torturer and made claims that all was well as long as you didn't oppose him.
I saw that he ran his country entirely on its own sustanance. I saw that he was able to do
something that most all countries refuse to do...be self sufficient. This causes a tendancy in me to
believe he was a threat to certain people and governments of our world. Score 1 for Gadaffi.
I also saw that others saw him as a dictator and a ruler who would cut you to pieces rather than
allow for a person to have anything but complete and total alliance to him and his thoughts. Score
1 for the those that brought him down.
HOWEVER, in the end I saw a savage people who pubilicly disrespected this man and his dead
body by what they did after his death. He was captured alive and one would think that bringing
him to trial for the crimes that he supposedly committed would have been a good idea. Instead he
was coldly murdered and never given the chance to prove the truth himself. I don't think they
could have let him live...the division between the people included a huge gap between the two
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thoughtforms pertaining to good and evil.
The people that murdered him and tortured a dead man were supported by many governments,
mine as well. That says alot. It is these people or their new officials that will rule this
country....That doesn't make me feel warm and fuzzy at all.
In the end, I don't think the questions can be answered as there is a spiritual answer. There are
those that incarnate on our earth and assume both good and evil roles. I believe this is intentional
as I believe this is given to us to see, watch and then try to make a connection to our own
personal divine wisdom to see the truth. This death has now served to martyr Gadaffi. I don't want
to say that was the plan, but it certainly helped the people to stay on opposite sides of the fence.
They cannot come together on this subject and good and evil still survives and the game
continues. I believe somehow the hierchy hoped it would end differently. The fact that it didn't is a
testament to the extreme division of the people in this world.
So maybe Gadaffi decided on his own to end this way, because the lesson was not being learned
that his life was meant to depict. His death did prove to highlight the division of the souls on this
planet and maybe that is all he could offer.
If I am wrong and this man was pure evil that had to be removed....then I am asking to be shown
the divine wisdom from my creator. At this time, however, I feel my creator is waiting for me to
make a spiritual conscious decision on my own and then I will be shown the divine truth, so I can
gauge the wisdom of my own soul.
In the end, I never had a conviction about this, as I was waiting for the divine wisdom to show me.
I was stuck with not knowing which was good and which was evil. I know after writing this, the
divine wisdom is still waiting for me to bring forth my own thoughts and wisdom, yet be open to the
teaching afterwards. So, it's time for me to have a talk with my creator and spill my guts...and let
the lesson begin.
firmament
User ID: 1255489
Germany
11/07/2011 11:53 PM
NIP, I started to read some of the posts and thought it would be better to post my own thoughts on
this subject rather than bring the ideas of others to mind.
I have read alot of the posts and linked articles here concerning Gadaffi. I don't read mainstream
media much, so only read these items. I tried to ponder and meditate and could not come to a
conclusion, so will try now.
The articles I read showed one thing to me. Some people truly hated this man and others loved
him. There was two sides of the fence and I met no person along the way that sat on this fence.
There were videos and articles that sang his praise and there were others that called him a
torturer and made claims that all was well as long as you didn't oppose him.
I saw that he ran his country entirely on its own sustanance. I saw that he was able to do
something that most all countries refuse to do...be self sufficient. This causes a tendancy in me to
believe he was a threat to certain people and governments of our world. Score 1 for Gadaffi.
I also saw that others saw him as a dictator and a ruler who would cut you to pieces rather than
allow for a person to have anything but complete and total alliance to him and his thoughts. Score
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1 for the those that brought him down.
HOWEVER, in the end I saw a savage people who pubilicly disrespected this man and his dead
body by what they did after his death. He was captured alive and one would think that bringing
him to trial for the crimes that he supposedly committed would have been a good idea. Instead he
was coldly murdered and never given the chance to prove the truth himself. I don't think they
could have let him live...the division between the people included a huge gap between the two
thoughtforms pertaining to good and evil.
The people that murdered him and tortured a dead man were supported by many governments,
mine as well. That says alot. It is these people or their new officials that will rule this
country....That doesn't make me feel warm and fuzzy at all.
In the end, I don't think the questions can be answered as there is a spiritual answer. There are
those that incarnate on our earth and assume both good and evil roles. I believe this is intentional
as I believe this is given to us to see, watch and then try to make a connection to our own
personal divine wisdom to see the truth. This death has now served to martyr Gadaffi. I don't want
to say that was the plan, but it certainly helped the people to stay on opposite sides of the fence.
They cannot come together on this subject and good and evil still survives and the game
continues. I believe somehow the hierchy hoped it would end differently. The fact that it didn't is a
testament to the extreme division of the people in this world.
So maybe Gadaffi decided on his own to end this way, because the lesson was not being learned
that his life was meant to depict. His death did prove to highlight the division of the souls on this
planet and maybe that is all he could offer.
If I am wrong and this man was pure evil that had to be removed....then I am asking to be shown
the divine wisdom from my creator. At this time, however, I feel my creator is waiting for me to
make a spiritual conscious decision on my own and then I will be shown the divine truth, so I can
gauge the wisdom of my own soul.
In the end, I never had a conviction about this, as I was waiting for the divine wisdom to show me.
I was stuck with not knowing which was good and which was evil. I know after writing this, the
divine wisdom is still waiting for me to bring forth my own thoughts and wisdom, yet be open to the
teaching afterwards. So, it's time for me to have a talk with my creator and spill my guts...and let
the lesson begin.
Quoting: TheOracle

Thank you, for sharing your thoughts.

GOD BLESS
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
11/08/2011 12:03 AM
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Candace.
I am being reminded, now that I wrote my post, to think about the following true story. The story
proves that we can never know the real truth about a souls reason for incarnating as the person
they did, until we open our hearts and minds to the possibilities. This information is quite personal
but I feel I need to put this out there.
My husband was raised in a very large cult. His father was the cult leader. This I will swear to all
and this is not a made up story. My husband's father was a very cruel man whom had 15 illegal
wives. My husband's mother being one of them, of course.
This man drove my mother-in-law to insanity. She spent a large portion of her life in institutions
due to her psychosis. That meant that as a child, my husband was a target for abuse as his
mother was not there to run interference and protect him. This abuse went down the lineage to my
husband's brothers. They too used him for a target to perpetuate their decent into their abusive
world. These people are still working out their legacy of abuse.
My husband's father died when my husband was 16. He still feels concern over the feeling of relief
that he had when his father died. At 16 he feared his father's retribution from the grave for those
feelings.
My husband is a kind and gentle man trapped by his subconscious that trys to block entry to this
abuse, which drives my him to mental illness now, like his mother. He fights the mental illness
every step of the way, but cannot unlock the subconscious mind. While he recalls the abuse, he
has no emotions/feeling related to these events.
Over time, I tried to help my husband with this process. His father started visiting me from the
other side...wherever that may have been for him. At first he tried to convince me that my husband
just needed to forgive and forget. When I didn't buy that he started coming to me and telling me I
was a whore that did not deserve his son. He would come at any time and I was unable to block
him. He interfered at every turn we tried to take to help my husband heal.
One day in meditation, it came to me. I called my closest and strongest spiritual friends and asked
for their help. I included my husband. The message I got was that I had to make a request of
Michael to intervene and take this mans soul to wherever he needed to go to heal this energy,
more or less by force.
When we all gathered, I summoned my husband's father. We started off with trying to convince
him it was time to move on. He wasn't buying that - no way. He went through each one of us, 6
total, and tried to tear us down. He told my husband he was a useless whiny idiot that deserved
the abuse that he perpetuated on him. He told my friend that she was fiesty and wished he could
have made her one of his wives so he could beat her down. He told me I was simply a worthless
whore who brought his son down even lower and wasn't worth his breath to say anything further.
When I got tired of listening to this evil man's rediric, I called upon Michael to come and assist. My
husband's father turned his back and refused to look upon Michael's face. At this time, Michael
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spoke to him and simply said his name. When he did so, my husband's father automatically let his
will wither away. When he looked upon Michael's face, Michael said his name again and then
said, "It's time to remember. You made a contract to come here to do these things and you knew
the risks. You knew that the energy to control would be so strong, it would overtake you and you
would forget me and your brothers. Remember the promise we made to you when you
volunteered to come here and do this."
I could feel my father-in-laws energy begin to change at this point. Michael continued, "We made
a promise to you that we would give you until a certain time in earthly years to return on your own.
If you didn't do this, we promised to come and take you back. We promised we would help you to
remember who you are. We promised to remind you that you are light who succumbed to the dark
and we have come back to take you back to the light where you can heal and become whole once
again."
At that time he gave my father-in-law a verbal list that seemed more of a reminder of a pact. He
said, "When you come with us, you will have to leave everyone behind. You will have to release
the energy of those you have ruled over and forced into submission through robbing them of this
energy. You cannot return and take it with you. Over time, the energy you have taken will find it's
way back to their rightful owners and they will take it back to heal and bring light back into their
lives. We will help them to understand how your contract to do a work for the hierarchy took you to
the deepest recesses of darkness and how that darkness consumed your soul. They will someday
know and understand and that understanding will be forgiveness.
My father-in-law then slumped into Michael's arms and he was led away. It felt like an army of
spirits assisted him in his journey and this made me realize what a great soul he must have been
at one time.
He has yet to come back to me or my husband. At one point he sent an emissary to let us know
he was still working on reviewing all that transpired and would not try to bring emoitonal harm to
us in any way again.
The big lesson for me was the assumption that he was an evil dark man. He was not, but he was
doing a work that took him on a path of power and that was too easy to give in to...he knew that
before taking on this life and did it for the sake of others.
The energy that Michael help my father-in-law release is just now returning to my husband and it
has sent him reeling. It is 20 years of energy (or more) that was taken from my husband and it is
time for him to accept that energy back and allow it to heal. I know that he too will work through it
eventually. He is supported by the best. For him it is sad because we were shown that the energy
can be healed over a moment of time if he chooses...he still is choosing the hard way, but I feel
that will change soon.
Candice, I appreciate being able to write this account here. I have never done that and your
thread here on Gadaffi helped me to bring the two stories together.
Namaste! Light to all.
Last Edited by TheOracle on 11/08/2011 12:05 AM
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
11/08/2011 12:08 AM
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NIP, I started to read some of the posts and thought it would be better to post my own thoughts on
this subject rather than bring the ideas of others to mind.
I have read alot of the posts and linked articles here concerning Gadaffi. I don't read mainstream
media much, so only read these items. I tried to ponder and meditate and could not come to a
conclusion, so will try now.
The articles I read showed one thing to me. Some people truly hated this man and others loved
him. There was two sides of the fence and I met no person along the way that sat on this fence.
There were videos and articles that sang his praise and there were others that called him a
torturer and made claims that all was well as long as you didn't oppose him.
I saw that he ran his country entirely on its own sustanance. I saw that he was able to do
something that most all countries refuse to do...be self sufficient. This causes a tendancy in me to
believe he was a threat to certain people and governments of our world. Score 1 for Gadaffi.
I also saw that others saw him as a dictator and a ruler who would cut you to pieces rather than
allow for a person to have anything but complete and total alliance to him and his thoughts. Score
1 for the those that brought him down.
HOWEVER, in the end I saw a savage people who pubilicly disrespected this man and his dead
body by what they did after his death. He was captured alive and one would think that bringing
him to trial for the crimes that he supposedly committed would have been a good idea. Instead he
was coldly murdered and never given the chance to prove the truth himself. I don't think they
could have let him live...the division between the people included a huge gap between the two
thoughtforms pertaining to good and evil.
The people that murdered him and tortured a dead man were supported by many governments,
mine as well. That says alot. It is these people or their new officials that will rule this
country....That doesn't make me feel warm and fuzzy at all.
In the end, I don't think the questions can be answered as there is a spiritual answer. There are
those that incarnate on our earth and assume both good and evil roles. I believe this is intentional
as I believe this is given to us to see, watch and then try to make a connection to our own
personal divine wisdom to see the truth. This death has now served to martyr Gadaffi. I don't want
to say that was the plan, but it certainly helped the people to stay on opposite sides of the fence.
They cannot come together on this subject and good and evil still survives and the game
continues. I believe somehow the hierchy hoped it would end differently. The fact that it didn't is a
testament to the extreme division of the people in this world.
So maybe Gadaffi decided on his own to end this way, because the lesson was not being learned
that his life was meant to depict. His death did prove to highlight the division of the souls on this
planet and maybe that is all he could offer.
If I am wrong and this man was pure evil that had to be removed....then I am asking to be shown
the divine wisdom from my creator. At this time, however, I feel my creator is waiting for me to
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make a spiritual conscious decision on my own and then I will be shown the divine truth, so I can
gauge the wisdom of my own soul.
In the end, I never had a conviction about this, as I was waiting for the divine wisdom to show me.
I was stuck with not knowing which was good and which was evil. I know after writing this, the
divine wisdom is still waiting for me to bring forth my own thoughts and wisdom, yet be open to the
teaching afterwards. So, it's time for me to have a talk with my creator and spill my guts...and let
the lesson begin.
Quoting: TheOracle

Thank you, for sharing your thoughts.

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

Thanks for offering your encouragement! I am most appreciative! I think I'm getting it all very
quickly and I truly needed this thread to come to some understandings I was blocking..Thank you
for your kindness.
And Candace, thank you for your wisdom to start this thread and teaching.
learner
User ID: 5528005
United States
11/17/2011 07:25 PM
yah: pretty much.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 5790041
United States
11/29/2011 01:06 PM
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP

What it means to wear the Mantle of Christ- Christ Michael
By CM thru Hazel
Nov 29, 2011 - 6:02:04 AM
What it means to wear the Mantle of Christ- Christ Michael
The term mantle has several meanings in your language. Yet the mantle I refer for your
understanding is the piece of clothing or garment which is a covering worn over other clothing.
One can attire oneself with a mantle for various reasons peculiar to the need at a particular time.
A mantle can be placed on and removed at will.
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The mantle I refer to is not strictly in accord with human understanding. I bring a higher
understanding that you may appreciate the nature of this piece as to what it means to wear the
Mantle of Christ. The Mantle of Christ is a symbol. In itself it represents a resurgence of divine
energy to be manifested in physical form. A metaphor divinely inspired by the natural instinct of
children to reflect the character of their Father.

Before a choice can be made to wear the Mantle an understanding in required of what creates the
symbolic mantle and its nature. Simply, the nature of Christ is imaged in the Mantle of Christ. I
shall discourse on this shortly but first you must consider what qualifies you to wear this mantle.
My little ones you do not require contemporary schooling to teach you this. You will be filled with
the knowing required to graduate to that plane where you would wish to choose the mantle when
you begin as a child would. Simply in humility and trust open you hands, heart and mind to the
Father that He may fill you with righteous knowing. You have heard before that to enter the
kingdom you must become like a child again. Well to achieve the disciplines of higher
consciousness you must become like a child again and remain as a child would, totally open and
believing that the Father knows best and will guide you always on the pathway to achieving
spiritual success in your mortal incarnation. The Father does not wish HIS child to assume the
Father’s personality, merely HIS divine character. Before you can choose to wear the symbolic
mantle you must redeem yourself in the light of the Father and attain HIS characteristics.

When you choose the mantle of Christ it must be worn with honour and solemnity. You do not lose
yourself or your identity when you wear this mantle but you send out a message to the world that
you are as HE IS. Yes indeed the same as I AM THAT I AM. You wear your identity fearlessly.

To further elaborate on the mantle, I clarify that it is not an actual piece of clothing which by now
you ones will understand; but a seasoned light which embarks from the Paradise Father. Consider
this mantle to be a vest of virtues, a mosaic of divine qualities and impersonal attributes purely
centred in its essential Source. It bears an incomparable radiance, is simple in texture yet
enriched by its own energetic display of balance; and empowered through the authentic certainty
with which it is portrayed. Its beauteous tapestry weaves the fruits of the spirit as precious stones
in the crown of the Father’s eternalness.

The mantle is the Christ construct or a thought construct of the Christ consciousness which all
men must eventually attain. The availability of this mantle is determined by the progress of ones
spiritual growth. One will know when he/she is ready to assume the much coveted mantle. I say
much coveted as those who are on a spiritual path will know that the goal is always oneness with
God or return to the Source ands the assumption of this mantle is a bold statement that one has
freely chosen to serve the will of God and to be aligned with the highest divine order. Readiness
to assume the mantle will hinge on preparedness and the ability to make oneself spiritually
groomed for this honour.

Before man can think of the Mantle, there is called for, an understanding which bridges the gap
between human perception and immortal knowing. Man is required to shed the old ways of
thinking through his dominant ego mind and seek to relinquish to the light of his spirit that which
does not serve his soul’s evolution. He who chooses the mantle aspires to the greatness of his
soul. He seeks the consciousness of Christ and this readies him to assume the mantle. The
motivation of man to choose the mantle primarily rests on his intention to live within the Christ light
and to effectuate the truth of God through service.
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When one is ready to adorn the Mantle, he is holding himself out to the world as a spiritual
gladiator who embarks on the battlefield of life to do God’s work. He is armed with divine truth
which has become enshrined through communion in his mortal heart. He wields the sword of
wisdom and offers the hand of compassion, mercy, forgiveness and love to his enemies in battle
as he intelligently recognises the light of God in all men. He has long left his prejudices and fear
behind in the healing light of his spirit and he goes forward as a true representative of God.

The abstruse concept of Mantle is in itself decorative as it is embellished with the virtuous light of
the divine. There is however no ceremony attached to the Mantle; albeit he who chooses to wear
it carries the responsibility of a renowned state of being and must live in accordance with his
assumed and expected responsibilities.

The Mantle of Christ must be worn effectively in alignment with the Christ within. It requires
determination and deep spiritual insight, a predilection for perfection in service, complete
dedication and uncompromising loyalty to the Father’s will.

Some may say that it is a heavy burden. Man may be doubtful as to his ability to assume what
appears to be a weighty construct. Yet all men will in time choose the divine mantle. For all men
are sons of God and carry the Christ light within. The Christ light cannot forever be buried under
the weight of the density of the flesh and the limitations of human understanding. It craves
freedom. It is of course your individual choice as to when you set yourself free; for never will the
Father interfere with your free will; simply proffer gentle encouragement. I will say however my
children that the pain and suffering of awaiting your freedom lies with you as you must choose the
hour of your freedom. I cannot free you; I can only give to you the tools being the lessons and I
have bequeathed these to you from generations past to present in many ways through many
ones.

Many have in the past taken on the mantle with great love and spiritual intent but an inability to
understand the greater truth. Yet it is true that today the possibilities for illumination is greater and
many are with courage choosing the Mantle and seeking the guidance of the Christ within as to
the wearing of this mantle and discharging in the human world obligations assumed in the light of
spirit.

There is a greater recognition asserting itself in the hearts and mind of men during these
precipitous times; that perhaps the better way is the way of the light. A greater alignment is taking
place within individuals which now motivates them to pursue their divine purpose.

Do you see my beloveds that Christ is not a title or a name but an ordination bestowed upon those
who choose the will of the Paradise Father and who have attain a level of God consciousness or
awareness which marks their incarnation. You will choose HIS will when you come to know HIM
as the living spirit of divinity within you. For whom amongst you do not wish to know the truth of
your origin and nature? You spend your life seeking truth and you explore myriad possibilities s of
discovering who you are and your purpose in life. Yet all you need to do is to look within and call
upon the spirit of truth which I destined to you. An ardent seeker will always receive a response.
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Cultivating an intimate relationship with the spirit of God within will be the most rewarding and
fulfilling relationship you will ever experience in any lifetime. Discovery of the God within is the
beginning of self discovery which will inevitably propel you toward your homeland Paradise.

Beloved children of the light, the Mantle of Christ is your true nature, the epitome of all God
represents. Wearing the mantle affords you opportunities to assert your mastery. It is in essence
the light of God. When you wear this Mantle, it covers nothing as a mantle of clothing will- it in fact
reveals ALL- being the God in You.

Christ Michael
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
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Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP

Candace: This is a piece you need to send to everyone on your lists and your forums you
participate on. Thru Hazel.
A Father’s Plea- The Creator
I come in this solitary moment to introduce MYSELF to those who do not know ME; to those who
know of ME; to those who view me in a religious context; and to reinforce MY presence within
those who do know ME.

Times of great change loom auspiciously upon your earth plane and you of the human civilisation
must come into the knowing of MY presence; hastily I might add.
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I AM the ONE you call GOD, Creator, Source, Universal Deity, Foremost intelligence, Ultimate
determiner, Final Judge and Adjudicator. It matters not the variation in title for I AM ONE and the
same. I will simply refer to MYSELF as the Universal Father of ALL creation.
Titles and names create distinctions and causes separation in one’s understanding as one seeks
a God of his/her culture. Know that God is One and All is One and ONE is ALL. It is when you
come to understand this simple truth that profound awareness will dawn.

I come to affirm your status as sons and daughters of the light; for it is imperative at this juncture
that you perceive yourself in light. Light is the quintessential you. That which darkens your world
does not define you. Your body does not define you. Your earthly status does not define you. It is I
the Creator of All, that defines you.

I cannot be seen but that does not mean that I do not exist. I can be known and experienced from
within; and that is more credible than seeing. Knowing is your proof; feeling is your rule of
measure. The nature of ME is the nature of you and you must therefore call upon your
understanding of ME to know yourself.

I have many times brought the same message in different ways through different ones and I shall
continue to do this until your immortal soul, which you are is allowed entrance into your physical
mind to minister truth. Why do I endeavour with constancy and consistency to bring you truth?
Simply my beloveds because you are MINE and I desire you to return home to ME. The route your
take is of course your choice but I desire to see you placed on the path of knowing.
Which father will leave his children unattended, without care or supreme love? I cannot see you
continuously suffering and not endeavour to lead you out of turmoil. It is love which engenders MY
effort. I can see what beholds your world presently. I know what is transpiring and what will fall
upon thee. I come to assist the confused, to bring clarity that those who may doubt will accept ME
once and for all; not blindly or because I say you should, but because you know you must.

I am the living essence of truth within you. You can only find your truth there. I issue an invitation
to you at this twelfth hour that has come upon the earth plane. Turn to ME; even if you never have
before; turn to ME, call upon ME; not in challenge, but in need and love. I shall respond.

What other choice do you have dear ones? This is my final bid to draw you into the fold using only
truth and a promise of a brighter future. The purpose of your life at this very moment should be to
discover ME with haste as the winds of change carry yet another cycle to completion; that the new
and exciting tomorrow may be yielded for your earth.

Many are now walking a tightrope with little balance left; so what say you? Will you not join the
bandwagon of lighted beings and begin the most wondrous exploration of a new plane filled with
knowledge and excitement for grander and purposeful living?

The canopy of change has now descended. You need only look around your world to witness the
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great confusion and collapse materialising. Will you continue to deny what you face or what it
portends for your world? Who is your likely salvation now? When all is crumbling around you, who
will you call upon? Can you save yourselves? From my vantage point I will offer a negative
response.
That which you face on your earth is beyond your control and that which is fortuitously taking
place cosmically is also beyond your control. I wish to tell you MY plans for you but how many will
hear and believe? How many of MY ones have you castigated and deemed mental? Well it is
those very ones who are sane my beloved children. The ‘mental’ ones are the knowing ones; the
ones who know MY truth and serve it. It would serve you well to rethink what you have heard from
the voices of God. For these ones who bring truth are MY voice.

I will not come again to you in this way. I take the bolder approach that you may hear without fear.
Can you not hear the appeal through these MY words. Do not say after the event that the Father
has deserted you or cast you aside. For the Father comes here and now to woo you back home.
Will you hear and answer?
For generations I have sent MY beloved sons to effort with you of earth plane. Now I come
MYSELF. Will you still reject the ONE you say you love? Must I descend from the clouds for you
to believe? I do not live up to false conceptions or beliefs; for I serve Truth, which I AM. I can only
urge you to seek truth by listening to the voice within. You will not see ME my little ones, but you
will know ME if you know truth for I am already here.

I come not to create fear or feed your doubts. I come in truth only to tell you that your time on the
earth has all but ended. Night is upon you now and some will never awaken to a blooming
tomorrow. Take MY hand now for this is the final offer before the curtain falls.

I AM THE CREATOR OF ALL THAT IS- MY SON WHO YOU KNOW AS THE CHRIST IS ONE
WITH ME AND THERE IS NO DISTINCTION. YOU ARE ONE WITH ME FOR I CREATED YOU. I
PROCLAIM THE VICTORY OF THE LIGHT. THE TIME FOR SEPARATION HAS COME.
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
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News about Lybia
Screen-shots late December and early January showed that Gaddafi was leading the Amnesty
International USA vote as "Human Rights Hero" of 2011, which had clearly been unexpected and
an embarrassment to the organisation which had remained largely mute on the atrocities
committed by NATO and its mercenary rebel forces. Within days of the outright lead, which was
visible on the website which published a graphical representation of the most popular votes, the
"human rights" organization altered the rules to close the poll retrospectively, one month early.
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News about Lybia
Screen-shots late December and early January showed that Gaddafi was leading the Amnesty
International USA vote as "Human Rights Hero" of 2011, which had clearly been unexpected and
an embarrassment to the organisation which had remained largely mute on the atrocities
committed by NATO and its mercenary rebel forces. Within days of the outright lead, which was
visible on the website which published a graphical representation of the most popular votes, the
"human rights" organization altered the rules to close the poll retrospectively, one month early.
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do you have a linky on this? Seems like I saw something similar posted in some other thread likely
here on glp.
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News about Lybia
Screen-shots late December and early January showed that Gaddafi was leading the Amnesty
International USA vote as "Human Rights Hero" of 2011, which had clearly been unexpected and
an embarrassment to the organisation which had remained largely mute on the atrocities
committed by NATO and its mercenary rebel forces. Within days of the outright lead, which was
visible on the website which published a graphical representation of the most popular votes, the
"human rights" organization altered the rules to close the poll retrospectively, one month early.
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do you have a linky on this? Seems like I saw something similar posted in some other thread likely
here on glp.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi NiP,
I will find the link and put it right here.
Hope you are doing fine.
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Hello again NiP,
below is the link to the article which includes the screen shot.
[link to mathaba.net]
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Hello again NiP,
below is the link to the article which includes the screen shot.
[link to mathaba.net]

GOD BLESS
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thank you, I posted it on my website, in case Ron had not. Things like this help demonstrate the
truth. Its a shame so many people bought into the LIE on Libya and its leader. A country
destroyed and some many did nothing.
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